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FAREWELL, FAREWELL 
We hope we haven't over-
stayed. We'll be back next 
year - same form, some 
changes, but still the Teach-
ers College News. 
EASTERN'S 
~eacbers <.to liege 1Rews 
EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK 
Chief Event, of course, is 
the examination period. Sen-
iors and sophomores look 
forward to C'ommencement 
Exercises Monday. 
A It- Columbia" 
1936 
VOL. XXI. 
Columbia Medalist 
Win11e,-, 1935 "TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1936 
! CPA Best N ewspape,-
1931-32-33-34-35-36 
NSPA All-American 
1933-36 
N0.28 
Summer T erffi 
Opens June 8 
Kessinger Selected 
President of Union 
1 Baccalaureate, Commencement Exercises Are 
Scheduled May 31, June 1; Release Progratns 
They Conceived the 1936 Warbler New Courses Highlight Eight Weeks' Term; F'ield Trips in 
History 30 Are Outstanding 
Addition to Curriculum. 
Dave Kessinger won the Men's Un- I 
ion election of president held Thurs-
day at 1:00, besting Tom Endsley, his I 
election opponent. Kessinger is a Fi-1 · 
delis member and star athlete. He 1'-----------------------
will be a junior next year. \ 
Reg. Fee Increased 
In a statement for the News he said: 1 
"I will do my best toward making the : 
Union a real f,actor in the life of the 1
1 
men of the college. We will follow 
F'lanked by new courses designed to the plan of freshman orientation in-
enrich the curriculum, Eastern's eight augurated this year , which I think was 
weeks summer t erm will open with very successful. This is, I think, one 
registration on Mon day, June 8. Final of the most obvious and useful duties 
John A. 0 'Brien Will Deliver Ad-
dress at Baccalaureate ; Francis 
G. Blair Is Speaker at Monda.y's 
Exercises. 
200 to Be Graduated 
The complete program for bacca-
laureate and ·commencement services 
to be held here May 31 and June 1, 
respectively. has been announced by 
President R. G. Buzzard. 
d f h t ·11 b J 1 31 the Union can perform." ay o. t e erm WI e u Y · ---EI'3Tc Activity for the graduates, number-
New courses offered fm the first • d A 1 ing 104 seniors and 95 sophomores, of-
time include Education 53, to be taught G ym win ows re \ I iicially begin Sunday afternoon, May 
~L~!~ t!rt~=~~::~~L !i~~!~ Remodeled by WP A \ 1 ;~:!:::~:~~:~:~:;::~ ~:~ :~:,~:: 
erson. "The whole thing dates back to the I at 3 p. m.. in the audit orium. The p~·o-
Offer Course In Activities way the gymnasium was built," said 1 Meet Editor · Elam, Adviser Andrews, and Business Manager gTam includes: processional-Fr!ederich 
Education 43 will deal with extra- Raymond R. Gregg, college business Austin of the Warbler. Early in the year these lads said, "Watch Koch; The 27th hymn; prayer; scrip-
curricular act ivities. History 30 is con- ~ manage~, in re_fer:ing to the new win- Our Smoke", which we hav:e been doing now for almost a week in the ture reading; the 53rd hymn; colh·~e 
cerned with field history and geography dows bemg bmlt m the gym. 1936 Warbler of ''Smoke and Steel.'' Trio; address-John A. O'Brien, Ph .D., 
of Illinois. It is designed to give first- "The building was constructed with LL.D., director of the Newman F'oun-
hand a cquaintance with the history inward swinging windows. This made 3lnstructors 11'7r•tt Suggest Gym Be dation, University of Tilinois; rec· s-
and geography of the state in which it necessary to leave the guard screens yy 1 sional-Mr. Koch. 
our graduates t each. and windows swinging inward when D J\1 d .£ L Commencement services are sched-
Thecourseofferslecturesanddirect- they were open, and as a result there Receive egrees 1Yame lOT antz uled for 10 a.m. Monday. That pro-
ed study on th3 campus, six out of sev- was always some broken window after gram is as follows: 
en week-end field trips, and the prep- every event held there. The frames HAC Coaches Draw Resolution Processional-Friederich Koch; invo-
aration of a local field study report of the old windows were also decayed, Doctor's Degree to Be Conferred cation-Rev. E. E. Atherton; Medita-
by January 1, 1937. This course will and had to be replaced; so with t~1e Early Next Month. Asking Honorarium. tion from "Thais," by Massenet-Dan-
be conducted jointly by the d~part- help of WPA workers we decided to put -- --- . . . iel Morgan, a violin solo; commence-
ments of social science an~ _geography. in the double-hung windows." These 1 Lawrence F. Ashley, Mrs. Vivla Rus-1 That the health-education bmldi~g ment address-Dr. Francis G. Blair; 
It may be taken in additiOn to the work on the same order as regular I sell and Charles S Spooner will re- to be erected here soon be ~amed m presentation of candidates for diplomas 
regular summer school program and windows in houses. With the new ar- ctei~e graduate degTe.es next month. Mr. h~~t~· of fCh~~es P. t:~tz, directo\~f and degrees-Dr William E Sunder-
offers 4 hours credit. rangements, the windows can be open-~ Spoon er will be granted his Ph.D. in a e ICS dart. e pfas hyearsdwfa~endse 1 man, resident ~ember nlfu.ois State 
. . · . . . . recommen a wn o coac es an n ' The total cost of the SIX field tnps ed and the guard screens kept closed. zoology at the Umversity of Illmois on t· . Bl . gt Th d.ay Normal School Board; presentation of 
t hi h th · · · · t th d f 1 I d mee mg m oomm on urs ... 1 . d . is expected to range no g er · an This ehmma es . e anger o a co - June 8. He holds an A. B. egree . ht t h . b nq et Coach diplomas an conferring of degrees -
· 1· 'ted b t 11 ap- · · · th t d. Th · ·t t k rt t· mg a an onorary a u · P ·d t R G $40. Enrollment 1S Iml , u a hswn with e pro ru mg screens. e from Cornell umversi y, oo pa - rm.e L •t of four coaohes honor- resi en . : Buzzard. (The audi-
lications will be considered. new windows will have a special trans- gTaduate study at Cornell in 1911-12, ~n t t~asd?~er held at Hotel Tilden- ence is requested to withhold any ap-
Asked to See Registrar lucent glass which will eliminate the received his A. M. from the Univer- ~ ~ fo: l~ng ~nd faithful service in plause until the diplomas have been 
Students now in school who intend 1 glare of the sun in the gym. The work sity of Illinois in 1!?18, was a part- tha 'rrAC. presented and the degrees have been 
to be in college this summer and are is expected to be completed in about time graduate student in 1919-~0, a~d ;he same group recommended that conferred.) 
inter ested in the course shou~d ~ee two weeks. did gradua~ study at the Umversity the new stadium t.o be built at car- Announcement of honors and schol-
Miss B_lanche Thor_nas f_or detailed m- ElsTc of Chicago m _the suinr?-er of 1918. bondale this summer be named in hon- arships; announcement of reception to 
formatiOn and reglstratwn blanks. I o· . s . I Mrs. R~ssell IS to r eceiVe the. doc~or or of William McAndrew, director of graduates and guests in t~e reception 
R egistration fee for the summer term · 1n1ng erVICe S of educatiOn degree at the Umversity athletics at Southern for 22 years. room; Alma Mater-McKinney-Koch; 
will he almost doubled over the cha-rge Slated for Summer 1 of Oklahoma on June 8. Sh.e rec~ntly The resolution suggesting our gym- recessional-Friederich Koch. 
]n 1935. The cost will be $13.25 which completed work on he~ thesis, said to nasium be named for Mr. Lantz read • Graduates are requested to ibe pres-
includes registration, activity fee, libr- Meals will again be served at the be one of the I:nost. successful on rec- as follows: I ent one-half hour before both the bac-
ary fee, materials fee , locker and gym- Panther Lair Dining Service this sum- ord at that uni_versity.. . . "Whereas : The suggestion has been calaureate and commencement exer-
n asium, and book rental. \ mer minus the cooperatve feature The . Mr. ~hley will rec~lve his Ph.J?·· m already offered that the new gymnas- I cises open. 
. . f d · illdustna.l arts at Ohio State uruver- . . t d th· __ _ Complet e mformatwn may be oun present manager Willard c Duey with . H hi B S ium which IS to be erec e IS summer ElsTc 
1 t' .1 bl ' . ' sity on June 10. ·e won s . . f t t nr . Th M b f ~ the sun~merf-tf_erm bul e ill, avai a e Cecil Elam and Otho Quick as chief I degree at Stout Institute, his M. A. oTn thhe camplul s 0 fhe CEh·aS lernt mobiS ree em ers 0 
m the mam o ICe. cooks will attend to all the work of h. St t d 1 t d d - eac ers co ege o , ares on, e Faculty Wt.ll Take 
---EisT ' . . . at 0 10 a e, an camp e e gra u named in honor of Charles P. Lantz, 
Hobart F. Heller managillg the serviCe and preparmg at e work at Ohio state in the summer h . 1 t· h. 25th f Leaves for Study the meals. The COSt per week to those of 1934. W 0 . IS CO~~le ;.g d' IS t f r~~. O 
El d H who make arrangements to eat at the ElsTc se:viC_e as a e IC 
1~ec _or o Is ill-
ecte to On Or L . . t d t t d $3 50 and stitutwn, that the Illillms Intercolleg- M. N th'l M K Mr R .._~..d. Shl. _ arr IS expec e no o excee . GEOGRAPHERS MAKE . t f h til co ds this ISS a I e c ~ay, . OIJCI.l ' ll 
Frat at Columbia I run normally at $3.25. This is about STUDY NEAR PONTIAC Ia e c~n ere~ce ~artY ~e e~ect this ley, and Miss Annabelle Thomson will 
I one dollar h igher than costs run when ml 
0t~e Y un ergrat tua Mesr 0Lantz as a j nJl be on leaves of absence to study 
. . . as mg monurnen o . · 
Hobart F. Heller Dean of Men who 1 the cooperative plan IS operative. Miss Annie L. Weller, head of the testimonial of the splendid service ren-~ nex~ year. . 
' ' . I t' ll · b th f . . . . . M1ss McKay Will study for her doc-has been on leave durmg the past year 1 Th ere are s I opemngs o OI geography department, conducted a dered this illStitutiOn and staJte con- t , d . "W k f D' f W 
. . . . th h . h t t t th L . . d . . f th f t \ or s egree ill or o ean o o-for study at Columbia umversity, has ose w o WIS o say a e an an party of Easterners on an inspection ference as well m spite o e ac , t c 1 b. U . ·t Mr been elected to membership in Phi 1 those who would like only to take of geologica.l formations near Pontiac, that h e h as labored und3r one of the I ~he:U1 a .11 ° um 1Iat h~lVderSitY·, d · 1 • t . . o I ey W'l comp e e IS oc or s e-Delta Kappa it was announced late 1 meals there. Rooms at the Lair ren Ill., saturday. The entire day was gTeatest handicaps m the eonference I . th S ,.... -1 f ,_,.. · ~_. y 1 ' 1 . . . gree In e Ctuoo o .LJ.l ama cu11 a e. 
last week. Phi: Delta Kappa is a pro- for $_1.25 per person. Thn:e persons spent in making the study. Those in m the lack of a smta_tle g~asmm Miss Thomson will study for her mas-
fessional fraternity for men i:o educa- J stay ill one room. the group ere Mary Jane Ewing, a~d that a copy of this. resolutiOn be ter's degree in Library Science at Co-
tion. Membership is reserved for stu- Those interested are asked to see Wilfred Kelly, Herman Monts, Ruby dispatched to both President Buzzard lumbia. 
dents who made exceptional records in Wi!lard Duey. Stallings, and Thomas Chamberlin. and the m~be_rs of the Norm~l school ElsTc---
h 1 h ·p and who show brilliant board of Illmms that the entrre state 
sc 
0 ~s .I th . d c t·on fields take cognizance of ,this valued service." Bureau Announces 
promise m ~Ire u a_r . · 1 h C J £/ d p ·a f Fred Ymmg sports editor of the I T I PI t Mr. He:ler IS n~w wmdu~g up w_ork JOSep urry s ecte resl ent 0 Bloomington 'Pantagraph, conceived we ve acemen s 
toward ~Is doctors de~ree m the field • • • • A d .the idea of honoring these coaches for ---
of teac_hi_ng mathematics .. He ~as al- Frdelrs; New Constrtutron ccepte theb: services with this banquet. The Walter w. Cook of the placement 
most filliShed. work on his thesiS and I whole group, however, joined in draw- .bureau reports that 12 persons were 
expects to be m Charleston by June 1. Joseph Curry was elected president date for membership by three black- ing up the resolutions. placed by Friday, May 22, making a 
He will be a member of the faculty balls. Amendment of the constitution ElsTc---- total of 134 to date. Those receiving 
during the summer term. on the sixth ballot of a hotly contested requires the assent of two-thirds of a jobs last week are: 
His master's degree was gained at Fidelis election of officers TUesday quorum. A quorum in this case will Edward Ferguson Tilman M. Lockard, Louisburg Col-
Teachers College, Columbia university. night. John Lewis won the offi:ce of consist of two-thirds of the active To Head Writers lege, Louisburg, North Carolina; Cecil 
He received his B. S. degree from vice-president, Joe Henderson that of membership. Warren Elam, Warrensburg; Ruth 
Gettysburg college, where he was class treasurer and Stanley Elam that of Joe Curry has been a star basket- Edward Ferguson '37 was chosen presi- Catherine Lumbrick, Allerton; Lloyd 
valedictorian. secretary. ball player for the past three years of dent of Sigma Tau Delta and Frank Miller, Bronston, rural; Emily Anna 
---EisTc--- Joe Henderson reported progress on his career at Eastern, and has seen Day '38 was made secretary-treasurer Niemeyer, Mattoon, rural; Lila Ren-
NY A Applications the work toward getting a house. Club considerable action as a member of the · at an e:ection held TUesday night of derson, Altamont; Evelyn Irene Wolfe, 
d members voted to apportion among baseball team. Besides his athletic ac- last week. This is the first time in the Montrose, rural. Will Be Accepte themselves the amount necessary to tivity Curry has made the honor roll history of the local chapter of the Mac Carl Waldrip, Greenup high; 
--- get an option on the house decided frequently. He is in many other re- nati:onal writers' society that college Everett L. Clinard, Charleston Junior 
Students desiring to secure NYA em- upon, if any such sum is required. The spects well qualified to pilot his fra- men have occupied these positions. High; Mrs. Etta Davis, Urbana prim-
ployrp.ent for the 1936-37 school y·eai' house, if obtained, will be occupi:ed at ternity next year. Both officers are English majors. They ary; Irma E. Schlobohm, Sullivan; 
may sign application blanks today at the beginning of the fall quarter. John Lewis, vice-president, i's presi- promise that the organization will Evelyn Mayer, St. Francisville. 
1 p. m. in the Reception Room. AI- Mr. Henderson will arrange for dent of the Student Council and has keep out of the doldrums in 1936-37. ElaTe---
though the coUege has not been no- school aid in establishing a dining just finished a year as president of the Both have been active in the Writers' WARBLER CONTRACTS TO 
tified ·that NYA will be continued next service at the Fidelis house. If one is Men's Chorus. Joe Henderson, this club this year, and were initiated into BE SIGNED THIS WEEK 
year applications are bei~g taken now obtained it will be open to as many out- year's Union president, was chosen the national society only this spring. 
to accommodate those students in 
school. siders as are necessary to make up a treasurer in view' of the fact that he ---EisTc--- Aline Claar and Joe Kelly, the Warb-
. quota has been instrumental in the work of To Give Commencement Address ler heads for 1936-37, and Franklyn L. Students should tell high school paymg · 
graduates fr~m their home town, who A constitution was adopted by those getting a Fidelis house. Stan~ey Elam, President R. G. Buzzard will deliver Andrews, adviser, have been conferring 
f t ·t b rs present Its fea thi·s year's edi·tor of the Warbler and the commencement address at Pana with engravers for the ·past several are interested, to write to the Super- ra erm Y mem e · -
visor NYA Eastern Illinois State tures include a limitation of member- co-editor of the News for next year, high school this Friday night. Ray weeks. They expect to sign the con-
Teachers C~lleg·e, Charleston, Illinois, ship to thirty and a clause which pro- will serve both as secretary and histor- Brummet of the Pana system invited tract for printing and engraving by 
says Jack A i s t directo ' i es for th ection of n candi- ian of the club. Mr.---Buzzar:u....-----~------'-t.h "'"' "' +-"'-t ..... "" . ...Lo.--------
Page Two 
Ellller Prepares for Return to 
Sandw-ich Center 'Purty Quick' 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
·Open House. Exhibits · 
Held Here on Friday 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
W. M. SCRUGG'S SPEAKS From all sides immediately will come 
protests that to · cut dow!l prod.uGtfon Phone 422 463 Lincoln St. 
"Blood, its stru~ture and function" in such a manner, to limit the amount 
Andrews 
Tuesday, May 26, 1936 
Exercise ,M.anual, by 
Widger Is. Published 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
PHONE 85 
Lumber & Mill Co. 
was the topic on which Walter M. , of sugar cane, beets, and wheat con- I·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-··-···-·-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-•-:-•·-··-··-··- ·-·- .... ··--·-·--·-··-.. - ·+ Scruggs talked at · the zoology sem- · sumed, or to cut down on the number · · l 
1nar Tuesday night. Election of of~ of pigs a farmer could sell, would up- CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS 
' ficers for next year was postponed set the whole ' financial system-but +·--··-·-~~-··-·-··-u-n-••-••-"·'' +• • ·-·-··-··-··- u- u- u- u-••-u•- +•-u-·-··- ··-··-·-··- ··- ··- ·•-•ou- on-+ 
until next fall. needlessly-What is _the situation . to- · . "' 1 
day? We have our bread lines,· our Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. ·w. B. TYM :Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
Like. Games? Well- hand-outs, our charity kitchens. To M D DENTIST DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN th I. 1 t J. A,. . OLIVER, . · •· . D TI the people making up ese mes, e , EN S'..C 
us give the, same amount . to which E~e, Ear, Nose and ThJ'oe.t Charleston National Bank Bldg. Hours : 8 to 12-1 to 5 
all others Will be limited. Since this Charleston National Bank Bldg. People's Drug Store Bldg. Those individuals identified last 
week were Roger Jones, Joe Render-· would probably be more tpan they were Charleston, n1. Phones: Office, 476;· Residence, 762 Charlestou. Ill. · 
accustomed to, we would feed thy 
hungry and satisfy the farm.er( for the +·--·- • • -·-··-~~-··-· ......... ~ son, and . Jayne Lynch. · Three seniors you should know be-
first time since there , were , such · 
XIII things). This potnt of satisfying the 
- farmer is important. They are, ad- 1 
fore ~ou go-
Black hair, stand?' on end. Freckles. 
Atldicted to laughing. An actor, a mittedly, an unhappy lot . Now we 
baseball player, and a business ma:p.. propose nothing so .unconstitutional as 
Sticks his fingers in his vest pockets, the AAA, but let the gove~nment in-
ini WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and 
2:oo to s:oo p. m. and 7:00 
I to 9:00p.m. 
604:% JACKSON 8'1'. 
Telephone 132 a.nd tells all the latest jokes. · i prease its philanthropy to tbe . e:x:tent . 
XIV I of one yacht to every farmer. Now +·--·-··--·--·-·-·•-••-••-n-
A Mattoon girl. C'alled by her last ! I)R. J. R. AL)i:XANDER 
name: Has a s.rnile for everybody all 516% Sixth st. 
the · time. Lunches · at the Campus:i TENNIS BALL,S 
Wears nice clothes. As big as a min- ! 
ute. Goes' with "the 'press." · j 
XV I 
· A handsome man. Stays at the · 
Regula ti()n _Size Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
• PHYSICIAN AND . SURGEON 
AMERICAN MADE 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
'Lair. Plays ·baseball. Often seen I ' ( 2Sc.· ' . +• • . ··-··-·.._..._ ......... ._.--=-··--.....-.. ......... --
with No. XIII. Hails from ther south. , 
Known as "Brother Bill," brother' ~ 
".Brother John." . . · - 1 • 
W. E: HILl .. ··& SON 
;, 
· SOU'J'HWEST ·CORNER 
Answers found on page eight. I '-------------~-· 
Let Us S~how You Graduation Gifts 
-that last for years· to come. Elgin Watches, Diamond Rings and 
Quality Jewelry. This store sells only the best and highest quality 
mercha.ndise on the market. Let us ~how you .Gifts for 1936· Gmds. 
' J ' 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY 
.· 
THE S'Ql]ARE DEAL JEWELER 
\ . 
DR. B. A. SHAFFER 
. Corner · 6tb and ' Va.n Buren 
Physician and Burgeon 
Office Ho?fs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone &40 
+• • II 11-a...-.u II II II 
DR. 0. E. -IDTE 
DENTIS'D 
1st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12-1-:-5 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
• • II II • • M •= 
•-••-••~••-••-•~~-••-•n-•a-nu-•~t-111-••-u. •11·-••-••-~~•-•ll~ali---.a~-o-aa-aa-1111-u+ 
' . DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE . I DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST Office Hours 9:00 to 12:'0 a. ni. and 
Alexander Bldg. 2:00 to 6:00 p.m. and 7:00 to.9 :00 p. m. 
North ·side Square 
Phone 340 
Repaired-~~Len:ses Duplicat ed 
-J-••-••--••-••-·"---••-'••-••-•n-~u-•n~•---. 
· DR. B. C. TREXLER . 
DENTIST 
· Lj:nder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
604'-h Sixth St . 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
• 1111- al!- UII- 11---.D-U-11-II-111-11_- I ; _ D_J+ 
. ' 
DR. N. C IKNAYAN 
. 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones :. Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
~·--·---·-·:-~ ~ -·-.. P:::: O~c;·:; Re::-~42 •-•+ . 
. LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
.· 
511% Jackson Street 
' l 
._......,_,._ .. _,,_,,_,....,._,,~··-··-··-··-··-.. 
CHARLES ~ .. GREER,. M. S., 
· 721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
II II II II I I r 
· Linder Bldg. 
~ Office Hours : 9:00-6:00 
Monday and Saturday Nights 
... ·-··-··-··--·-------··--·~·· ··-·-·+ 
W. J. HARNED, M. D. 
Starr Building 
• Phones Office 257; Home 436 
- Office Hours: 8-12; 1-6 
.. - .. •• • • ._.... • •t 
Tuesday, May 26, 1936 TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Page Thr~ 
Junior-Senior Prom Concludes EI Social Season 
Paul Blair's Orchestra Provides Music 
For Honorary Event Saturday Night 
I 
Dance Takes Place of Annual I 
Dinner-Dance; Austin, Cavins 
Head Committees. 
The Junior-Senior Prom, 
of the 1936 graduating class, 
in the college auditorium 
evening from 9 to 12. 
in honor 
was held 
Saturday 
Paul Blair and his nine piece band I 
furnished music for dancing to the 150 
juniors, seniors, and guests present at 
the last formal function of the year. 
The prom was substituted for the us-
ual banquet-dance. 
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Jay 
B. MacGregor, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram F. 
Thut, Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Sloan, I 
and Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Guinagh. I 
Guests chaperons were President and 
Mrs. Robert G. Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank A. Beu, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn 
L. Andrews, and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne 
P. Hughes. 
Jack Austin and Don Cavins, presi-
dents of the senior and junior classes, 
respectively, were co-chairmen. Com-
mittees were: senior-Lois Cottingham, 
Lloyd Carruthers, and Alexander Sum-
HIGII GEAR'S PUMP 
REACHES NEW LOVl 
It doesn't pay to slave your life 
away. Homer "High Gear" Hen-
dricks has been working for two 
quarters upon a model oil refin-
ery. He thought it was pretty 
good until Tuesday, May 19. 
President Buzzard was show-
ing Lloyd Sunderman and 
Charles E. McMorris, Normal 
School Board member, around 
the colJ..ege Tuesda.y and happen-
ed upon Homer's oil refinery. 
"This,' 'said President Buzzard, 
"was made by one of our high 
school students and won first 
p1ize at the State Fair." j 
Homer is going to become a • 
light house keeper. 
lVliss Booth Tells 
OJ Richmond Trip 
mers ; juniors-Kathryn Walker, Ruby · B F D 
St 11. w It M · M · Har I y ranees urgee a 1ngs, a on orns, ax1ne - "N h I t 11 ll we did you rod nd R th Clapp I ow w en e you a . 
a _ll, : . , won'•t believe we even attended ihe 
Mr. Blairs orchestra gave Its best 1 t· , .d M·ss Mal'Y J oseph;n..., 
. conven 100, sa1 1 . . " ~erformance of year. ~ favorite here . Booth, ltbararian, to a News reporter. 
smc_e he sta~ted playmg EI dance_s, I Miss Booth attended a convention of 
Blair won umversal appl~use for hls I the National American Library associa-
fine arrangements and swmgy music. tion in Richmond, Virginia, May 10-16. 
EIRTc--- "To begin with, I suppose you would 
Frosh Stumble on be interested that three of the teachers 
I The Eastern Quack I Cottingham Clan 
Prolongs Tradition 
Mary Alice Harwood 
Becomes League Head 
Well, this is the week we start down 
F road and hope for a D tour. Mary Alice Harwood officially be-
Florence C. Wins Re-election to came president of the Women's League 
The faculty picnic was quite a sue- p 'd Ch T v· when she was installed Tuesday eve-
.d res1 ency; oose wo lee-
cess we hear. MISS JOHNSON sal • ning. Other members of the new 
"Th 1 t t t" < t · Presidents at Meet. ere was Pen Y o ea mos rm- Council of Nine were also installed. 
portant at a picnic) "and we ate it all, They were: Betty Jane Ewing, Mary 
too." MR. SEYMOUR said, "Whyya- At Sigma Delta's annual spring ban- Jane Kelly, Dorothy Hills, Helen Hall, 
excellent Lime, latta fun but I receiv- quet Florence Cottingham was re- and Esther Wisehart. 
ed a game knee." MR. COLEMAN was elected to head the journalism club The names of the men and women 
a little regTetful: "Fine picnic though next year. The dinner and program w'h 1 were held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 0 lave particularly helped the I'm kinda done up." MR. W'IDGEIR League this year were r ead hy Miss 
made this statement, "Good place w Franklyn L. Andrews, 1540 Third J ackson. Miss Nathile McKay read 
hold it, good people to attend it, and Street, Monday evening at 6: 30. the list of women whose rooms have 
'darn' good time." MR. THUT thinks In a whirlwind election other offi- been unusually neat, orderly, or attrac-
"th ere would have been more to eat cers were elected to positions in the t ive throughout the year. Miss Emma 
without the COLEMANS and more ex- club. Don Cavins and ~uth Clapp, Reinhardt, facility adviser, .thanked 
ci!tement if we'd played on the hill in- well-known _News and _Sigma . Delta members of the League for coopera-
stead of the lawn. Hadda good time, members will be co-viCe-presidents,· tion with her and the council. A his-
though. Started with a hand-shakin', and James Mi·chael, feature writer, tory of the Women's League was read 
then eatin', and then playin' games. will be treasurer. by Alber-ta Trousdale. 
You should have seen MR. SEYMOUR At this time Alexander Summers, EosTc---
leapin' over MR. SCRUGGS." Musta representing this year's News heads, 
been some picnic, we say. presented to Aline Claar and Florence Steak Fry Is Given 
For Senior Damsels The board of health had better get Cottingham the Middlesworth Medal 
after the CRACKER BOX. Th~t MIL- l and the Andrews Medal of Distinction, 
BRA OSBORNE-GENE LEDERER af- respectively. These honors are to be T b . t l th . f 
tair may be contagious and create an awarded annually for outstanding work I . ol ~mg t·o a c ose e sebnes o 
epidemic Well this is the last is- in journalism during the year. Mr. soCla unc Ions S_Ponsored Y the 
sue ' I've . t~i~d to' heckle everyone ! Summers spoke briefly on the work of I yvohmen's Lfeatguh e th~ ye~, 1a steak fry · · t d t d ' m onor o e semor grr s was held course we can 't forget VIRG'S ad, or the News- the pas year an commen e 1 . . 
the German slip of the pen, or ALEX on prospects for the coming one. S.tan- 1 °~ th~ PlC~lC ~ro~nds Monday eve-
cutting the remarks on .him and ley Elam, and Walton Morris, co- ~ mng, ay 5• a 5 .30. . 
SCHOOLEY, or the wrong dope on Mr. editors for next year, told of plans for - ~d ~omen °~, the ,college wer~ ~­
G. shoes, or PEGGY and IKE, or 1936-37. \ V1 e 0 come hobo for the ~erne. 
EDIE and CHARLIE, or any of those A few "punny" comments by James Ella ~ae Jackson, _League preside~t, 
~thin,gs, can we? By, and lottsa good Michael on advertising in the modern was 111 charge, assiSted by Juamta. 
luck, everybody. newspaper, and a paper presenting ~rown, Jo ~oulton, Florence Cotting-
- -EosTc some suggestion for freshman orienta- am, and VIolet McFarland. 
tion next year, closed the program. ElsTc 
Each of the 31 members present was GARDE.r PARTY GIVEN 
given an opportunity to lay any blame, BY WRITERS MONDAY 
Haire Is Installed 
As Phi Sig Prexy 
. W d T t colleges of Illinois were represented. Tricky or es s I The librarians from Carbondale n,nd Elmer (Tony) Haire was officially 
--- Normal were present." installed as the new president of Fhi 
praise, or credit he cared to, and the 
meeting was adjourned with the sing-
ing of the "Star-Spangled Banner" led 
A garden party was given Monday, 
May 25, for Writers' Club and Sigma 
Tau Delta members at the home of 
Isabel McKinney on Ninth Street at 5 
o'clock in the afternoon. 
By Mary Jane Kelly. I Miss Boo-th grew animated as she Sigma Epsilon at the last reguiar 
Do you know the meaning of the I described the trip to five Virginia gar- meeting of the year, held Tuesday 
word jejune, mephitic, plenary, incum- dens. night. Hugh Harwood, outgoing head, 
bent, polyglot, buccal, refulgent? I I "One house." she said, "was called administered the oath to Mr. Haire, 
thought not. Well, don't worry, few of the Virginta House and it was brought Glenn Cooper, Dane Bouslog, James 
the freshmen recognized them either. 1 over from England and set up on this Mi'chael, James Rice, Eldon Brown, and 
The above were some of the most I side. An ambassador owns i.t but he 
by Don Cavins. 
The committee assisting Mrs. An-
drews at dinner was Ruth Clapp, Lois 
Cottingham, Frances Durgee, Mary 
Alice Harwqod, and Esther Wiseheart. 
---EISTC:---
HOSTESS TO F AC LTY 
---EISTC---
Patronize our News advertisers! 
CAP AND GOWN PORTRAITS 
will climax your career 
difficult _wo:rds given in the vocab~l~r.Y I allows Virginia to use it for display." Ray Sanders. 
tests which were taken by_ the fresh- The group visited Yorktown and Plans were made for the annual 
men. The first test was g1ven at the Jamestown. Phi Sig stag picnic to be held this aft- Mrs. D. A. Rothschild enter.tained 
beginning of the fall quarter, and the I "Jamestown was particularly fascin- ernoon on the south picnic grounds. the Faculty Wives Bridg~ club Tues-
second was given three weeks ago. ating because of the foundations tak- The featured events wtll be a softball day afternoon. At one~thrrty . a dessert 
at E. I. 
Commemorate 
The results of thes·e t ests were verj en from orJ·gl·nal houses." game between the seniors and faculty course was _served, af,~er which three 
'"" . t ables of bndge were m play, Mrs. J. interesting. June Douglas, a graduate Williamsburg was visited, particular- guests, ~nd the other actwes. Horse- Glenn Ross and Mrs. Walter Cook held 
this outstanding occasion 
with 
GRADUATION PHOTOS 
SANDERS STUDIO of Hindsboro Community high scl:ool, ly to see the College of William and shoes, pmg pong, and eats are also _to I high scores. Three guests, Mrs. Frank-identified 139 of the 150 words gPten Mary. "This college gets its charm be- be . featur~d._ Gene Lederer, soc1al lyn L. Andrews, Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, I 
on the second test, a really remarkable cause it is so very old," repor.ts Miss chainnan, IS m charge of arrangements. . and Mrs. Cook, were present. 
achievement. As a whole, however, tl:;l.e Booth. "Rockefeller has done much to He is assisted by Ray Sanders and •----------------.: 
(Exclusive Styles) 
freshmen of Eastern did not do as well restore Williamsburg by repairin,g the Glenn Cooper. 
as the students of other colleges have governor's mansion, and even a jail. I o:osT 
done on the tests, our scores averagmg· People in costumes of colonial times E th Sh b t w·ll 
only 98.68 per cent as compared to 1_Q8 served as guides here. The interesting S er U er I . 
per cent in other colleges of the Umt- thing here to me is that not all of Head Math Fraternity 
ed States. the rooms in these colonial houses are 
It was also interesting to note that furnished because they are still look-
in all except two cases the scores of ing for the authentic furniture of the 
the second test showed a marked im ·· period." 
provement over the scores for the first Then Miss Booth, feeling she had 
t:st, indicating that English 20 and 21 been somewhat over-enthusiastic, said, 
had not been taken in vain. "But we did attend meetings. One of 
These two tests were first given to the best features was .a leCiture given 
groups of business and professional men. by Mr. Freeman, author of 'Life of Lee,' 
Later they appeared in magazines, and in four volumes, and the Pulitzer Prize 
were finally given to college students. Winner." 
In both tests the words were anang-
ed in order of difficulty. The most 
difficult word in the test was jejune, 
meaning barren. 85 per cent of the 
people taking the quiz missed that 
word. The easiest was the word tour, 
only 7 per cent of the persons missing 
it. 
Why the students of Eastern made 
such low scores on the tests is difficult 
to understand. Robert Shiley of the 
English department believes that the 
reason for our poo·r showing is that 
most of our students come from small 
schools which lack the facili.ties of a 
good library. He also thinks that many 
of our students are indifferent to in-
tellectual improvement, reading only 
what is required. 
---EISTC:---
PEMITES RETREAT TO 
WOODS FOR STEAK FRY 
---EISTC:---
TilEY 'SAW' FLAMES ! 
Members of the 8: 50 Physics class 
were "treated" to an unexpected "fire-
works" display last Thursday when a 
wire carrying direct current to the 
front table shorted and burned into it. 
Results: a brilliant fire and a loud 
sputtering noise throughout the room. 
Many of the students made an eye-
search for the nearest exit, but in-
structor Ritchie quickly pulled the 
switch, putting an end to the t rouble 
without damage. 
----EISTC---
Get your tennis racquet restrung. 
Reasonable prices and good workman- 1 
ship. Call 1102, or see Otho Quick. 
The local chapter of Kappa Mu Ep-
silon, national honor society in mathe-
matics, elected officers and installed 
ten pledges at a meeting Tuesday 
night . Esther Shubert will be presi-
dent next year, Ralph Mcintosh vice-
president, Gene Lederer treasurer, and 
Marvin Wyatt secretary. 
Those pledging are : Floyd Allard, 
Hoyt Coverstone, Agnes Gurry, Sylvia 
Dill, Elizabeth Gabel, Harry Lovelass, 
Alene Moon, Nora Pliilli,ps, Foyd Pru-
ett, and Rhoda Rutger. 
Twelve members, including all of 
this year's officers of the local chap-
ter, are graduating this spring. 
Royal Typewriters 
Repairing 
E. L. ·CHURCH 
505 No. 22nd Street 
MATTOON ILLINOIS 
Pemberton Hall treated itself to a 
steak fry on the picnicking grounds 
Friday evening. Each girl "fried her I 
own." Marshmallows t oasted over 
oakwood fires topped off the feast. 
Our Home Cooked Lunches-
---EISTc---
Remember your friends with flow-
ers. They say it best.~Carroll-Florist, 
413 Seventh Street.-Phone 39. 
are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best 
Care . A trial will convince. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
"BILL" PANAS. Prop. 
Summer 
Loveliness .... 
Protect your hair from th e pos-
sible harm it may receive in the 
course o1 the usual summer out-
door activities with one of our 
permanents created just for :rou. 
Nowhere in town as such ~ rea-
sonable price. 
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP 
815 Monroe St. PHONE 1501 
/"Or SOCIAL FUNCTIONS I ~ PRIVATE pARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Mattoon D.Iinois 
Telephone 2700 
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Athletic Future at Eastern 
Assumes Brighter Hue 
Member 
IOPA 
In looking ahead, we believe that Eastern has 
a brjght future in athletics. In the next two years 
we should reach our happy hunting ground in foot-
ball and basketball, as in other sports. 
Why? Because we have an excellent new 
coach for these two o·f our major sports, and., we 
have a new gym coming up in the near future. Our 
prospects are very promising. Gilbert "Ted" Car-
son has shown himself to be unexcelled in the pro,_ 
ducin 0' of football and basketball teams in this part 
of the state. He is well liked and has had e:s.cellent 
training in hi particular field. He has his master's 
dc·gJ·ee in physical educatioo from Iowa State uni-
ver.' iiy, a school recognized in this field. 
Because we believe in giVIng credit where 
credit is due, we wish to compliment the adminis-
tration on jt. e~xcellent chlolice of a coach. We pledge 
him our upport in his atMetic program for next 
year. 
W c urge the student body to exercise the eter-
nal gift of job hunting this summer in convincing 
graduating home towners to come to ~astern t~is 
fall and join force. with our new coach. We will ha~r a oT at deal to otter in athletics this next year. 
With the building of our new health-education 
strncture will come improvements in all branches 
of phy. ical education. Impres · this on the mllids 
of your friends .. 
vVe mu t all plan ahead. Begin to think of 
next year now, for in 1936-37 we expect to see the 
~tart of Eastern's Renaissance in Athletics. Give 
arson two years and the neiW era will have been 
ntcred. 
Farewell, Farewell! We're Going 
To Leave You Now 
I n the spring term a yornng man's fancy turns 
to thoughts of notebooks, te,rm papers, and exams. 
And if you are a senior, you doubtless still have this 
to do for you've been frantically intell'viewing 
. hool board and ~ting hom.e for more money, 
that you might buy more gasoline, in order to inter-
view still more school bo·ards. 
rro the seniors we, the editorial staff, wish to 
rledicate thi our last jorurnalistic effort this year; 
to the ''apple Marys,'' street cleaners, farmers, 
clergymen, lawyers, doctors, housewives and school 
teacher of tomorrow; to you tlhe class of 1936, we 1 
mnke this toast : May Y'Oillr efforts be successful in ! 
whatever y01u undertake. I 
And remember, I 
''For us arose th.ese walls and towers, 
Their beauty, strength and grace are ours.'' I 
I 
eYer forget Easte,rn, never forget us; we hate 
seeing you go, and we'll enjoy very much seeing 
vou come back. Be an active alumnus; we ~ll both 
~ njoy it. Begin to plan for Homecoming NOW, anil 
so-w '11 ee you this fall-Che.erio ! 
Academic Freedom Again 
A ·tra.ngely interesting editorial, "Academic 
Freedom at City ollege" (New York), appears in 
1 h e curr nt i. sue of the Nation. The best teach er 
in the, English department, after a "temporary" 
appo·intment of six years, was told that his efficiency 
was not notable enough to justify a perrnanent ap-
pointment. This apparent paradox was explained 
a l iti.l later when it was divulged that t~e English 
t acher had (to some) somewhat obnox10u~ party 
affiliations. lie was being bounced at the maugn-
ration of a campaign of intimidation. 
In a recent editorial entitled "What mightY unenviable position, that he 
Are You Going to Do About It?", AI did his best, like any other politician, 
By The Editor • 
The BIG and little in Review 
• • 
Siepert, co-editor of The Bradley to pull for his fraternity. But the F 
Tech, makes a frank confessi:on of writer was disgusted with the whole AREWELL. I have thought a lot about my ap-
political skulduggery on the Bradley rotten political mess in less than a 
campus. He broke a double-column month, resigned his post, and has proaching graduation. After all, I don't know what to 
editorial on the front page, demand- fought organized politics ever since. expect of ' 'yesterday's seven thousand years." It grieves 
ing cessation of political activitie.s. Politics and Publications me. It is causing not a few others considerable sorrow. 
It is a wholesome, admirable stroke "As a bone to start on, let us take Only the other day my mother said to me-in a tone 
on the part of Siepert who guides a this unfortunate Board of Control r eminiscent of the time I tried to set our palace on f1re 
paper which landed just behind the fiasco of last Monday, in which in order to get a really good light for a. cigarette-she said 
News. in the Illinois College Press Robert Ritchie was elected to the to me, "eon, is it true that you're going to be graduated 
contest for the state's best college editorship of the Tech. The election this June?" I gathered up my courage and answered l'es-
newspaper. was unfortunate, because politics has clut~ly , "Yes, there is the slightest possibility." Mother is 
Admits He Is Victim placed Ritchie in the toughest pre- very courageous. She only looked at me with a sort of 
Says Mr. Siepert in his editorial: dicament imaginable. His chances of can-it-be-true expression, like the time I slammed the 
"This editor has been accused and molding a successful paper next year kitchen door in her face. (Mother isn't going to like 
reviled as a "campus politician" for out of the debris left by the Greeks this.) 
Sigma Phi: fraternity. He does not spoils system on this campus are A 
deny that he was appointed to that mighty slim, and Bod has told the PHILOSOPHIC soul is my father. His lone remark, present editors that he realizes it" ... 
The Soap Box 
* * * * 
Invites students and faculty 
members to voice their opinions 
on topics concerned with college 
life. Please limit letters to 150 
words, sign communications. 
"The point at issue .... is what are 1 delivered with considerable unction, was this: "They say 
we going to do about this growing · that even a black sheep has his sheep skin." Some of my 
"spoils system" which has been un- closest friends have been a little more explosive. One 
dermining the Tech for the last two of them, whose name we can't mention because the News 
years .... Every one interested in doesn't print fables, has remarked that I'll be the first 
journalism here knows that it does no June bug. That is a vile pun, I keep telling him. The 
good to plan to work through lower freshmen seem most concerned over my leaving. Two of 
positions on the Tech up to the edi- them were practically begging at my knee the other day. 
torship. Politics decides it all now! As I related some of the choice bits in Tiffany Thayer's 
So why work on the Tech, let the latest, they kept slipping in such embarrassing remarks 
editors sweat! There are a great many as, "Is it really true that you're leaving? Can't you stay 
Frcm 'I'se Muggin' to Woof, Woof capable journalists in Bradley that another year? What shall we do without you?" I left 
DEar Soap Box: never contribute their servi'ces for off with my recital to remind them that there was still 
We have a good library. Could it , this sole reason. Politics! Mr. Andrews-but they said bosh. When I suggested Stan 
be that we misuse the advantages it I "Bnt We Are Hypocrites" Elam, they cried in unison, "Who, that YEAR BOOK ed-
affords? First it was the disturbances "All of us know that we are noth- itor!" I finally conceded that college life wouldn't be 
of talking, then the noise in the hall, ing less than plain hypocrites when quite the same without me. I held out, however, against 
then the use of the library for a dat- we boast to our ignorant rushees that them giving me credit for everything that had been ac-
ing bureau and now what? A goal for we are "great guys" because we have complished here. I thought it was the fair thing to do. 
young ladies taking their pets for a the President of this, and the Man- R 
stroll! It is ridiculous, to say the ager of that. We are foo'.s when we the school EMEMBER: I am graduating. I am least, to see even a pedigreed dog • try to convince ourselves that a "po-~ending the evening in a place sup- j litical" job brings deserved credit on because I have come to Eastern for me. When I leave, 
posedly for study, and the noise of the I our organization. We are downright the college will not amount to a collegiate yell because 
clanking chains and leashes . as the Jliars when we lead our rushees to be- Eastern will n~t be for me. Whatever has been done here 
animal goes in and out is entirely un- j lieve that ability means something during the past four years has been for me, and me alone. 
necessary. I propose that the college in our campus po~itics . It is all a If 800 others ben efited, that is fine. I am pleased that 
library be reserved for human beings, I big bluff, and we all know it ... " they shared in what was created for me. Don't think for 
and if some cannot bear to be parted This type of "pudge" would do no an instant, though, that I couldn't have stopped the flow 
f1 om their canine friends, let them harm at Eastern. Politics here is a of favors to all. Had I dropped out of college, those 800 
do their "studying" at the campus. great deal more prevalent than many students wouldn't have gone on enjoying the manna that 
The eat's Friend. suppose. Perhaps it is time to have was mine, because it would no longer have been for me. 
a frank little table-top talk at EI. I am Eastern. Eastern is mine. If you don 't believe it, 
A Ch arlestonian Speaks. •• •• ask me. I am reminded of the story about a young man 
To the News: •• •• who refused to ,go to war on the grounds that he "had 
a~v~;::o·~f~p ;~~rn ;~~:te: to t::e Out 0{ the Past.... always been very careful not to fight himself." He w.as 
"' ox a er •• •• shot by a firing squad-but then somebody else killed hlm 
particularly pleasing experiences with •• •• and he didn't kill himself. 
the college. This time I could notre- ONE YEAR AGO E 
sist. The iris garden is so lovely that Week of May 21-27 
th f t th t I t ·d NOUGH in this vein. I take graduat1'on very s · e mere ac a Mil an ou Sl.i er Founders Day observed at Eastern en-
could not prevent my writin,g a letter Tuesday. ously, I mean it. In fact, I am tempted to crumple up 
of commendation. Your President is Signitis grips student body as 1935 right in this column and have my third four-year cry for 
to be. praised for this. beautiful .garden Warblers arrive. the benefit of the general public. I don't know whalt k 
and 1ts excellent design. I th1nk we . . . I f t . . th· . . . eeps ld f lk . t h th· I W1lma B1rdzell elected to head S1gma me rom s ammg 1s niCe wh1te page w1th tears from 
u er 0 s appreCla e sue lngs even Delta I my sorrow-torn heart It must be my noble, long-suffer-
more than you students. Age invari- ~ · . . 
ably finds itself going back to nature Golf team closed seaso~ w1~h sue- ing nature that has endured, among other things, three 
i or the real and substantial satisfac- cessful record by competmg 1n state I D 's in German. I should remind you, however, that I 
tions in life . I am determined to visit meet. have great powers of restraint. I was in the hospital only 
your iris garden each spring. It is the I two days and six hours after getting my first A. Thanks. 
loveliest creation in Charleston. TEN YEARS AGO I have gotten along fine since then. 
Thank you, Week of May 24-.June 1 w 
A Charlestonian. co:lege cha~ged to letter gradi~g OULD it not be appropriate, I ask myself, to dis-
We are happy to print your letter, system; unassrgned day dropped m I . 
Mrs. Charlestonian. We only hope junior college. play the results of my education? After some study, I 
more of the citizens will feel moved to I Baseball team. lost games to Millikin have winnowed ch~ice bits from the four-year produce 
write us. The editors. and Normal. 16-7 and 4-2, respectively., and here they are 1n the form of definitions: 
A teacher-A Red with his shirt on wrongside out. 
A test-Two pencils and 12 sheets of paper. 
'Smoke Gets In Our Eyes' 
A book-Words, words, words (Thomas Wolfe). 
A senior-A five -year-old who prematurely finds out 
that "There ain't no Santa Claus." 
A dance-A cockeyed mixture of aesthetic and ath-
letic pleasures. 
The Last Trump-Words, words, words (Ole Poker 
Face). 
E NTOGONY, eh? Well, a lot of them didn't learn 
that much. I am teased by the prosp·ect tha.t, after all, 
this gush on graduating may be premature. A little coax-
ing probably would convince one or two of my professors 
that I ought to "enrich" Eastern next year. Come to 
t hink of it, the idea is a good one. I have been annoyed 
the past few months by elderly old ladies who say, "Well. 
you're about to get out into the world. How does it feel? " 
It would be a capital joke if I fooled them and didn't get 
out intc· the world, wouldn't it? CI have a very low turn 
of mind.) 
L EST I forget that this. is a farewell column and not 
a letter of application, hence shorter, it may be best. speed-
ily to toss in a few last observations. I am shocked by 
· the gentle public's attitude toward my graduation. Instead 
of asking, "What is to become of Eastern?" they keep say-
ing, "What is to become of Alex?" And yet, as I con-
sider this reaction in the light of history, it dawns on me 
that this is the usual warped idea people get about grad-
uation, They never think of the school, but of the gradu-
ate. As my final editorial gesture, I am ,going to plead 
for a change of attitude. I wonder, will it come? As a 
windup, let me pose this little toast, drawn from my ex-
perience with physical ed, lesson plans, library, and the 
curriculum in general: 
'ampaign of intimidation are not 
is a trangely interesting editorial. 
new, bnt it Fred F1o~teman presents a " study in sobbery " as Father Senio!' 
bids farewell to his fiock-the youthful undei'grads of Eastern. LET me rest in peace. I covet new experiences. 
tuesday, May 26, 19a8 
The Last Trum 
+ ''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
YESTERDAY'S TOMORROWS 
Hail and Farewell, Ye Men of '36 
Armed with a diploma and a three cent 
stamp, go forth and conquer the world! 
Carry the message to Garcia! 
CalTY Ga.rcia to the message! 
Phone, write, wire! 
Colseybur is behind you! 
Hail and Farewell! We think it will be hail, PROF. OOLSEYBUB 
all right! 
We is all friends, but we isn't 
members of school boards. 
• all Oh, Professor Takes 
Last Bow of Quarter Give us our diplomas before the cere-
monies; then we'll have something to 
play with. Contributors to this week's column please call for tickets in reception 
Just suppose you had to be able to room. Good for Wednesday-'nlursday. 
spell baccalaureate, too. Louise Lowry (in Education class) : 
I was talking to a man the other da.y 
We couldn't give you an A, so we gave and he gave me an explanation of 
you a T. Dr. Tarbell's eyeless vision. I don't 
-- ll:now whether he was insall.e or not. 
Look for Professor Cd'.seybur in the . He thought I was a little girl and he 
procession. said-
Mr. MacGregor: Is that why you 
Someone is trying to educate the thought he was crazy? 
faculty by means of the bulletin board. 
Lloyd R. Wylie: (After writing a 
And poor Alex wept because there trigonometric formula on the board) 
were no more medals to win. If you were given a statement like this 
on the test, how would you proceed to 
The coming generation are now go- prove it, Mr. Greeson 
ing. Leonard Greeson: I'd probably pro-
To Miss Reinhardt 
Think of us when you go 
Where Fairfield's breezes 
blow. 
ceed to the next problem, because I 
II wouldn't know how to prove lt. Sub-
tl mitted by G. R. gen y' 
Shots the Warbler DidDI't Get: 
1. Mr. Sloan looking for bluebirds. 
2. Miss Reinhardt receiving the Le-
gion of Honor medal. 
3. Miss Johnson proofreading The 
Last Trump. I 
4. Mr. Sey'mour purchasing his first 
car. 
5. Mr. Eastman calling a square 
dance. 
6. Vine Kelly at the Kelly reunion. 
7. The Union in action. 
8. The League at ease. 
9. Anderson breaking that record. 
10. The faculty baseball team the day 
after. 
Commencement 
Wrassel with your tassel; L/ 
Wipe your brow of sweat; 
Listen to the speaker; 
Don't begin to fret; 
Think about the future, 
The days that are to kum-
For such days as these 
God gave us chewing gum. 
Goodbye, dear Alex; 
Your Schooleying days are over, 
And Caps are lower-cased 
Beneath the fragrant clover. 
So long, old Kappa D~ta Pi; 
You were the apple of our eye. 
The loss of our Royal George, we 
know, 
Is Eastern's most unkindest blow. 
Playboy has left us for parts 
unknown; 
The storm is over; the breeze has 
blown. 
The saddest words of tongue or pen: 
"We isn't the friends we might have 
been." 
We shall meet, but we shall miss 
them; 
Two Cottinghams have gone. 
And only one remans among us 
To carry on and on and on. 
Our words are awfully long and 
so!emn; 
You see, M1ss Johnson reads this 
column. 
Though by the bug we were often 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE-
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
Home Style Cooking 
LINCOLN INN 
First Door East of Campus 
PBONE73 D.~FBEEL&ND 
==================== 
bitten, 
our perfect column was never 
written. 
The Iris in Her Eye.~ 
Let's stroll among the iris 
As the parting days draw nigh 
And choose a lovely color 
To remember Eastern by. 
Forget-me-nots are fickle, 
And daisies know too well 
That flowers betray like women 
The secrets that you tell. 
Let's whisper to the iris 
That spring makes us this way 
And let them tell the teacher 
Why we cut class today. 
Is we all buddies? Or nobuddles'l 
One nice thing about a cap and 
gown; we don't have to borrow one of 
Mr. Shiley's neckties for graduation. 
Bless You. Chlldren 
Blessings on you, graduate. 
Never mind the empty pate. 
You were born ten years too late 
To eat from Hoover's golden ~ate. 
Blessings on you, graduate. 
Never mind the empty pate. 
You were born ten years too early 
For the next big hurly-burly. 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't 
we? We say, isn't we? 
Signed: Ole Poker Faee. 
---IEI8T·c:---
Hair cuts to suit college students at 
Shortys - Two chairs - Located two 
doors west of the campus on Lincoln. 
Phone 165. 
Car washing, 50 cents. Simontztnr or 
waxing, $2.50.--Charles Meyer, Phone 
624. 
Now Open 
for Business 
Wink's G 
• 
Flore:noe w~ don'1i tbink rn be 
so glad when it's all over as I think 
from 
Kitten's It 
now I w1ll be. •-------• 
Anna Balmer - Thank heavens, it 
will soon b& over, and I believe I'll feel 
the same way abOut it a year from 
now (if not mOre SO.) 
BDUe Mcraw-Wha.t I'd rea.Uy like 
to say would be safer publlshec:t·"in one 
of the summer school issues, when I 
won't be around-I'd Just laugh and 
laugh! 
LacUe Thomas-I ha.ve no public, 
but I've had a rare ttme since first 
grade in the tra.ining school. 
Glenn Davis-In case I leave, dear 
public (5 cents pleaSe)' don't wait up 
for me, and keep paddlin'. 
Herman Monts--I put my foot down. 
This is absolutely the last time I will 
write for the Elephant's Chlld. 
Dan'l Morgan-I really hate to think 
that these might be my last words for 
the Elephant's Child. So, if I must 
say a last word, I'll say "Finis," with 
1·egret. 
. IEI8T'---
Patronim our News advertisers! 
Tbe KIUeas' Retreat 
Ule p1ld;a&tes. May 
boon eompanfon and 
geu,tler victims thaD the 
clilldl'en! 
Two more days till 
we'll find out if the 
been keeping up with 
"Playboy" Spence is 
skipped a class (the 
lege career). That 
ed that h!s t~her had. 
either. 
This is the month of 
one wishes he had 
side reading he has 
One's popularity is 
number of autographs 
Girls try to remove 
from their thumb and 
He who passes 
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Lantznten Trounce State Nor111al by 12-1 Score;. ~~~~~lEI Collects 8 
Season Record Shows Four Wins to Six Losses 
~ I ...............................•.•................ ;: 
McCaleb Allows Only Five Hits l NIGHT CRAWLERS ELECT 
as Lantzmen Chase Three Red FOUR PLEDGES 
Bird Hurlers for Revenge Win 
Here on Wednesday. Mary Alice HaTWood, Glenn Coop-
-- er, George Buck, and Bert Lynch 
Locals Win Only One Game in 
Conference; Poor R,oad Show-
ing Is Made, But Close Games 
Were Played All Season. 
The Lantzmen pulled the curtains on were elected pledges of the Amal- The Panthers ended the 1936 base-
baseball last Wednesday afternoon on gamated Union of Night-Crawlers ball season Wedn&.:;day with foUl' wins 
Lincoln diamond with a fitting climax I at a business meeting held Tuesday against six defeats. They showed that 
by bumping off the conference co- evening, May 19, at the home of the t.hey were not a traveling outfit be-
leaders of a week ago 12-1, thus lifting Official Power behind the Throne, cause they won only one game away 
themselves out of the undisputed cellar Mary Rosalie Bear· from home. while losing only one on 
position with a .166 percentage. It was The founders of this unique or- Lincoln field. 
the last game for four regulars. ganization, Miss Bear and Daniel The record shows that the Panthers 
Morgan, and the nine charter mem- had a pretty bad season, but Coach 
McCaleb Allows 5 ruts bers, Marguerite Iknayan, J ames Lantz is convinced they were not so 
Melvin McCaleb celebrated his de- Michael, Florence Cottingham, Don bad as the book shows. Three of the 
Parture by pitching a five hit, no walk c · R th Cl F T ·t L · avms, u app, ern a1 , OJS strongest teams in the Little Nine-
game to give the locals their only .uit- Cottingham, Basil Osborn and Mil- teen were scheduled, and those teams 
tie Nineteen win of the season. He t s · 1 h 1· ·t d th on 1ege, ave um e e mem- didn't use their weakest pitchers on 
came close to pitching a shut-out, but bership of "the club to end all the Lantmnen. 
in the ninth frame a hit, long fly, and clubs." There will be three vacan- Laeked Array of Pitchers 
a hit batter enabled the Red Bil'ds to cies to be filled in the fall. 
Push across the lone run. McCaleb had h tt· h ld A variety of pitchers to choose from A spag e 1 supper was e as was la.cking and this defect of the 
almost perfect control all the way the last meeting of the year, at the Panther squad was one of the princi-
through. He issued no free passes and apartment of Miss Elizabeth Mich- pal weaknesses. A high record of men 
pitched to thirty-two men, just five ael, 875 Seventh street, Friday eve- left on bases and a total record of 
over the minimum twenty-seven. In ning, May 22. Following the almost as many hits as gained by op-
the first, fourth, fifth, sixth, and "wormy" meal, pledging duties were posing teams shows another fatal 
eighth innings he retil'ed the side in made out and the initiation cere- weakness. The locals were not able 
order. mony composed. The remainder of to come through with hits when hits 
But McCaleb didn't do it all. While the evening was spent with games meant runs. 
letting Normal collect these five scratch and puns. CharUe Carlock, a consistent hitter 
hits, one in each of the first, second, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••""""" when in the lineup, was on the bench 
fourth, seventh and ninth frames, most of the time because Weekly was 
Eastern sluggers were bombatding Go/{ Team Beaten a stronger m an on defense at first. 
three opponent pitchers for fourteen l ~ In the last game Lantz gave him a 
hits, of which six were good for extra By State J\ ,0 r m a l chance in left field and h e not only bases. Every man on the team got at l. ~~ came through with excellent fielding 
least one hit, including Duey, who but accounted for two smashing dou-
tripled in the second with a man on . . • bles to boost his batting average up 
base. Charlie Carlock, the fourth "ex- I Tednck Ttes Durwood Boone' to .417, the only individual average 
periment" man to be placed in left Final Score Is 13 to 4. over the .400 mark. 
field so far this season, came through Two Freshmen Star 
with two smashing doubles in the third Jimmy Tedrick's standstill battle with "Red" Liddle and Ralph Carlock are 
and fifth innings, as did Tedl'ick who Durwood Boone, Illinois State inter- the only two frashmen who won regu-
slammed a couple into center field in collegiate champ featured Eastern lar berths this year. Liddle was in 
the fifth and eighth innings. Charlie's there because of his catching ability State's golf loss to State Normal at younger brother Ralph also doubled in while Carlock was both a good fielder 
the sixth. Normal Wednesday. The final score and hitter. 
Fireworks Begin in Second was 13 to 2 in the five-man, 18-hole The record of the past season fol -
The Panthers' big inning came early match. Tedrick scored 1lh points and lows: 
in the second when Tedrick and Week- Ed Gates scored the other half point. April 14-Indiana state, 6; EI, 8. 
ley opened by taking four wide ones Normal's strong team, considered the April 15-0akland City (Ind.), 6; EI, 
for free passes, and advanced to sec- best in the state, made the most of its 16 . • 
ond and thil'd on Charlie Carlock's home course advantage. Newell, Apr il 18-Illinois Wesleyan, 6; EI, 2. 
sacrifice bunt to the pitcher. Liddle Hutchinson, and Worland were shut April 23-Indiana State, 7; EI, 6. 
followed with a single to center, scor- out completely. Gates took one nine- April 25-Normal, 6; EI, 2. 
ing both runners, a sufficient number hole round to collect half a point. April 30-Illinois College, 8; EI, 4. 
to win the game. Duey banged a deep Tedl'ick had a better batting aver age May 5-0 akland City, 6; EI, 7. 
triple over the left fielder's head for on the golf links than on the baseball May 11- Illinois Wesleyan, 6; EI, 2. 
his sixth and last hit of the season, diamond as he shot 41-38 for 79. Boone, May 15-Illinois College, 6; EJ, 4. 
scoring Liddle from first. McCaleb also his opponent m ade up for a bad round May 20-Normal, 1; EI, 12. 
singled to score Duey. Kessinger pop- of 43 with a blazing 36 to equal Ted- ElsTc.---
PANTHERGRAMS 
- By SIR LANTZELOT 
Eastern's only conference win in 
baseball was the one win which 
gives us all the greatest satisfac-
tion. Normal was leading the con-
ference only a week ago and the 
Panthers smothered them, 12-1. 
To two freshmen goes credit for be-
ing the most valuable men to the base-
ball team. Ralph Carlock, right fiel:i-
er, played the entire season in that 
position. Carlock hit well over the 
.300 mark and was not charged with 
an error all seascn. 
Liddle, freshman catcher, is the best 
receiver Coach Lantz h as h ad since 
Johnny Powers. Liddle batted well 
and possessed one of the best throw-
ing arms in the conference. Many 
opposing coaches expressed their like 
for Liddle's Teceiving. 
Next year's Panther nme should 
start just where they left off. This 
should he easy with the t•eturn of 
both Carlocks, Weekley, Liddle, 
Horton, Curry, and Kessinger. 
Points in State 
Henderson, Holmes, 
Dayton Win Points 
Central Cops Title. 
Anderson, 
as North 
Eastern thinclads garnered eight 
points to place 8th in the IIAC track 
meet at Normal Saturday. Dayton 
placed fourth in the mile; Anderson 
placed third in the 2 mile; Hender-
son tied for second in the high 
JUmp; and Holmes was fifth in the 
javelin. 
North Central won the TIAC title 
with 45 points, repeating their in-
door performance. They won five 
first places and other points to roll 
up their score. 
Two new records were set and 
three equaled in the day's per-
formance. Seibert of North Central 
bettered his own pole vault record 
with a leap of 13 feet, % inch. God-
frey of North Central ran the high 
hurdles in 15 seconds to set a new 
record. 
In Fri:iay's trials Eastern qualified 
three men. James Clark was second 
in one heat of the 440 yard dash, 
It is interesting to note an item which was won by Karl Hein, state 
which appeared in Howard Millard's outdoor champion. Harold Younger 
column of the Decatur Review some 1 and Charles Ridey placed in the 220 
days ago. "Sunny Jim" Bottomley has n.nd 120 yard huTdle events, respective-
played 11 years in the National League ly. 
was sold to the St. Louis Browns early Normal and North Central had the 
this season. Bottomley says he is hav- most qualifiers with s even men each. 
ing a harder time in hitting American Hal Klinger's 49.5 seconds 440 dash 
League pitching than any rookie in the was the outstanding mark m ade in 
League for this reason. He knew all the trials. 
the National League pitchers, theil' 
---EISTC---
forms. and styles of delivery. He had When planning your pUTchases, 
a set reaction for every type of pitch- read the News ads for guidance. 
er. Now he knows scarcely anything 
of American League pitching and woTse 
than that is t hat he has to break all 
his old habits and forms. Here is one 
man who had discovered that experi-
ence proved not only worthless but 
ha.rmful. In spite of this "Sunny Jim" 
is playing a lot of fiTst base for the 
Browns. 
---EISTc---
Remember your friends with flow-
ers. They say· it best.-Carroll-Florist, 
413 Seventh Street.-Phone 39. 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
w. C. Peters, Pron. Phone 1506 
Wash 
SLACKS 
Salllforized-Shrink-proof 
ped out to Clopper at third. Ralph rick's score. · I JIMMY TEDRICK BATS 
Carlock singled over short but was Carl Worland, ace of the Eastern .389 · FINISHES 17TH 
forced at second ori a fielder's choice team a ll season, had a mediocre day, _' --
when Lewis grounded to the third I getting an 85. Although he clouted the ball at a 1 
baseman. (Four runs, four hits.) Normal defeated the locals in a six- .389 clip in conference games, Jim- 1 
Another run in the third plus three man match here several weeks ago. my Tedrick, leading Lantzmen I 
more in the fifth and two more in the In match play for the season, how- slugger in conference tilts, finished 
sixth and eighth accounted for the sec- ever, Eastern chalked up a winning re- only 17th in the final standings. J 
ond biggest score of the season. cord with four victories, three defeats, Harvey Miles of Illinois College was \: 
Normal Scores in Ninth and one tie. first with a .643 average. 
Normal's run came in the ninth when 
McCaleb hit Matthews with a pitched. \ Since this is only the sec~nd year \ 
ball to open the inning. Rodeghiers that golf ~as appear~ on EI s card as 
flied out to Carlock in right. Hamil- a re~lar mt~rcolleg~ate sport, the re- Visit Our New Store \ 
ton connected for his third hit of the cord IS very 1mpress1ve. Last year the 
afternoon to put Matthews on third. locals failed to capture a m atch. ON 6th STREET 
Stiegle hit a hard hit grounder to the ElsT New stock and :fixtUTes, fresh and 
pitcher and was thrown out at first. LETTER WINNERS IN clean. Same old service and satis-
But in the meantime the runner from THREE SPORTS NAMED faction guaranteed. 
third sneaked home and robbed Mc-
Caleb of a shut out. Aleck batted for WERDEN'S GROC. 
(Continued on Page 7) 
---EISTC---
Probable letter winners for East-
ern's spring sports are: Golf, Don 
Newell, Edward Gates, Carl Worland, I 
Hnd Marquis Hutchison; Track-Rob- :-----------------. 
ert Holmes, Harold Younger, J ames 1 c I • \ Worland Plays Best 
Golf in Tournament Clark, Vincent Kelly, Charles Ridey, 1 Robert Anderson, . J ohn Dayton, Joe e an In g I I Henderson; Baseball- Ralph CarLock, 
Golfers representing Eastern State Willard Duey, Bill Lewis, Ivan Liddle, 
bucked up against near-professional Melvin McCaleb, Russell McConnell, 
competition Saturday and were forced Kenneth Horton, Joy Jones, Paul 
to take secondary honors in the state Weekley, Joe Curry, Jimmy T edrick, 
meet held at Normal. Doyle of Illi- Charles Carlock, Ralph Carlock, and 
nois College won fil'st place in t he Nelson Lowry, mgr. track team. 
singles. He shot 146, two under par, 
for the 36 holes. Durwood Boone, i 
state champ for the past two years, 
was in second place. Worland played 
low score for Eastern with 165. Ted-
rick was next with 169. As a team, 
the locals wound up in sixth place. 
Gates was EI's third man, each school 
having the right to enter only three 
competitors. 
---EISTC- -
P atronize OUT News advertisers! 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMP~Y 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
PHONE 295 
C':.ive Dick, Mgr. 
• 1s our 
business 
and we know how to do 
it. No extra charge for 
Checks, plaids, stripes, whites. 
A great many of them made 
with pleats and cloth belts to 
match. Guaranteed fast colors; 
honest values! 
Polo Shirts 
Smart Styles-Assorled Colors 
49c, 79c, 98c 
MURRAY'S CLOTHING STORE 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPuRTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
NEW FORD V-8 FOR 1936 . . 
McARTHUR 
. . . IT NEEDS NO BREAKING-IN 
MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
Tuesday, May 26, 19 
Bob Anderson's Record-Setting 
Two-Mile Run HighlightsYear 
, 
Coach Winfield Scott .Angus .Calls \ Warbler Signing Craze 
Anderson's Run Chief Tl;rr~ller; Addles Eastern 
Bob Holmes Tops Individual 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
I 
'Best _Housekeeper' IT eatn 3 Wins 
Winners Announced 
As a feature of Recognition Nigh t I-M T 0 urn e y 
sponsored by the Women 's League last 
Tuesday, Miss Nathile McK ay, Dean of 
Women, announced the names of those 
nominated as best housekeepers among 
the town girls and among Pemberton 
Hall residents. 
8 to 1 Victory Over Team No. 1 
Brings Championship to Steve 
Davidson's Squad. 
his own . Steve Davidson, student coach of the 
lost Best housekeepers among town girls I 2. 50 h sical education section known 
Scorers on Team. --Glenn Tippett signs in 
The hi.gh li"ght of the track season Warbler. Four people have were chosen by the householders each · P Y . '":h t t ' 
' . as team 3 In u e ournamen , success-just c~osed was Bob Anderson's record their fountain pens (names cannot \ of who~ _sub~itted the name of. a g~l fully piloted his t eam to a champion-
breaking two-mile run in the teach- be given unless advertising costs most dist111gmshed at her home 111 this ship this spring when they won their 
ers college meet at Macomb on May are paid). Elizabeth Irwin loses particular talent. last schedule game 8-1 from team 1 
9. "He broke the existing meet record her Warbler. Russell Spicer in- The system of selecting those at (morning se~tion). 
by 10 seconds when he covered the tends to tear out a page of his Pemberton Hall was slightly different. One Game Decides All 
distance in 9 minutes, 56.7 seconds," re- book. Charles Lynch says, "Shall A record of each girl's room-keeping It was not only tile last scheduled 
marked Coach Winfield S. Angus. I write something nice or the has been kept all year. Inspection h as game of the tournament but it was 
"We would have had a much better truth?" Franklyn L. Andrews-"I'll been made each week and an h onor also the game that decided the cham-
team if more men had been available only sign my name now - come up I roll is maintained. pionship. Up to th~ tim~ of t?e ga~e 
for field events," he commented. "Vv e after class if you want something M . A B t to w· both teams were tied With five w111s 
were weak in those events." " aiy · ra n ms .t.gainst two d efeats. "Rabbit" Smith 
else written. Mary Augusta Bratton wa~ declar~d (!id the pitching for the champs, while 
Holmes Scores 58 Points I P eggy Fellis - "Now when I ask the "neatest and most consistently 111 Bill Adair was on the mound for team 
Bob Holmes, the Charleston High you I want you to understand that good taste" room-keeper. Barbara 1. gradu~te, led the entire squad as high I it is an honor - because I'm par- Ann Powell was praised for her neat- Adair held team 3 for three innings point winner. Bob garnered a total of ticular who writes in my book." ness and imagination. Lola Clapp and but in the fourth he was hit for seven 
58 points. His best events were the I Pauline Wetter is suspected of Grace Scheibal were "the most orderly safeties tJhat netted his opponents six 
high jump and javelin. He also scored I having studied books on sentiments and consistent house keepers." Honor - runs . and proved to be enough to win 
points in the discus, pole vault , and 
1 
before the Warblers came. Johnnie able mention was accorded Wilba the game. 
broad jump. Dayton and Anderson Farrar signs on President Buzzard's Cribett, for neatness; Helen Agee, After the game the winne·rs were 
followed with 40 and 38 points, re- page-"Buzzard and I," so Mr. Buz- Mary Frances Heerman, Mary Eliz- presented with gray athletic sweat 
spectively. Both Anderson and Day- zard now signs, "Johnnie and I." abeth Bratton, Juanita Brown, and shirts with an emblem on the front 
ton are distance runn ers. This takes the prize. Will Mr. Isabel Smith. showing two bats crossing with a ball 
The men on this year 's squad re- Farrar appear at the cashier's win- The following town girls were re- .between. Just below this are the words 
l D yt l "1936 Champions." ceiving letters are : Ho mes, a on, dow some time next week to get his cognized: Marjory Espy and room-Anderson, Kelly, Clark, Younger, Rid- blank check? mate; Sadie Abraham, Maxine Kirby, Team 2 Loses Again 
d l M · Up at the other end of the field ey, Fox, and Hen erson. Fred Snedeker says-"All right, Helen Sabin, Eleanor McFar en, a]ene 
l k f h team 2 (1 :55 class) tried in vain to Kelly, a senior, and Car , a res - you're next in line to sign in my Duff, Maxine Pinkstaff, Elsie Thomp-
d h Y r J bang up its first victory in tJhe tour-
Page Seven 
Scout Troop Attends 
Camp 'Meet Saturday 
Scoutm aster Vernon H. Barnes and 
seventeen training school scouts left 
early Saturday morning, May 23, for a 
camp meeting to be held at Sullivan 
featuring all day contests staged for 
the n umerous scqut troops th a t a t-
tended the camp. o ne feat was a re-
lay of tying eight knots and then 
running 100 yards. Another was a r e-
lay of bandaging up a dummy vtctim 
of broken legs, arms, etc., and then 
carrying the dummy a specified d is-
tance. Startin g a f]Je by friction was 
another of several similar contests 
covering tenderfoot and second class 
tests. 
The training school scouts broke 
camp early Sunday m orning and re-
turned to Charleston. 
The local troop finish ed second in 
competition Saturday and won a n um-
ber of first and second places. 
---EIBTc---
R uth Crosby, Olney, submitted t o an 
appendicitis operation Friday, May 15. 
knocked two home runs, once with the 
bases loaded and again with one man 
on, accounting for all the runs. Glen 
Cooper did the pitching for the losers. 
Consider This Fact-
The Landis Lock-Stitch method of 
shoe repairing gives longer wear, 
greater comfort and new appear-
ance. 
man, held down the as es . ounge book." Mai·y Alice Harwood grins son, Florence Garett, Norma ones, 
d H h nament but wi-thout sucoess. They lost and Ridey ran the hurdles an en- and says, "Won't you, please?" ; Lucile Bubeck, Edith Ammerman, Rut The GOLDEN RULE 
SHOE SHOP 
derson ran hurdles and high jumped. EosTc Webster, Margaret Barker, Hazel R ed- thek eighth straight game 6-3 to team 
4 (3 :45 class) . "Walt" Wormouth and To win a letter, a m an must either w· den, Ruth Henry, Hazel Haskett, Merle E t Grad Ins Jack Keene pitched for the winners. score 15 points or place in the t eachers a.S ern Biggs, and Margaret Dague. PHONE 74 h P . The receiver was Sam Taylor, who college or state meets. Salesmans ip r1ze New P lan Is Proposed 
Wins Dual 1\Ieets A different plan will be employed next 
The squad won two out of four dual Nolan Sims, former Eastern student year, according to Miss McKay who is 
meets, conquering Oakland City in the and star athlete who is with the sun- sponsoring such awards for exception-
first meet of the year, 106-26. On May Life Assurance Co., has again achieved al housekeeping. The Women's League 
6, Eastern swamped Indiana State, 86- membership in the Q~arter Million will be asked to cooperate with the 
36. Meets were lost to State Normal, club, a distinguished honor extended by householders. The names of those who 
95-36, and in a triangular meet with his insurance company to all representa- show the most talent at housekeeping 
DeKalb and State Normal, DeKalb tives who sell $250,000 worth of insur- are to be presented by the household-
scored 75 % points, State Normal 63 %, ance during the year. The classifica- ers during the Winter quarter. In the 
and EI, 23. In the teachers college tion year of this company extends from spring, the Dean of Women, who cus-
meet Eastern was last with 9%, poi~1t~. iJune to June of the following year. tomarily makes an i~speetion t our, 
Other members of the squad who d1d 1 R tl 1 d t ,, will select, by elimination, the names I 
not earn letters, but who helped pick I t 11.ecenthyatthe N ~w~ hcardr e . a ds or"' of ten or twelve co-eds wh_ o have the I 1 k e 111g Mr Sims a en]oye one . up points for the squad were: Tru oc , f hi most · 1 th d . outstanding records. Some other m - 1 
Weight events; Haver stock weight 1 °M hs f thesuccessfu mon si uAr
111igl dividual will pass final judgment and I 
d arc o current year. n pr · h k 
e so , worth of 111surance or . events·, Austin, dashes; Farrar an h ld $75 000 . f 
1 
select the outstand111g ouse eepers 
1 
Toler, middle distances ; and England, another banner period. He is one of dunng 1936-37. 
dashes. the leaders in his branch, of which I ~--------------~ 
EosTc there are forty in the United States. 
Lantzmen Smother The Evansville branch in which he op- your" Shoes ..• 
N I 12 1 erates has only one other representa-State orma , to tive who achieved membership in the must look well to be dressed well. 
(Continued !rom Page 6) Quarter M~llton club this qualification 1 
year. Membership in this club entitles 
Mr. Sims to a $200 bonus. 
Have them rebuilt at 
Busker and furnished the last out of 
t11e season by grounding to Kessinger 
who threw to Weekley at first. 
It was the last game for Bill Lewis, 
Willard Duey, Jimmy Tedrick, and 
Melvin McCaleb. Although Carl Shaw 
didn't see action, he too is a senior. 
Eastern- AB. R. H. E. 
Kessinger, 3b. . ....... ...... ...... ...... 5 1 2 0 
Carlock, C., rf., ..... .... ......... ...... 5 1 2 0 
Lewis, ss. . .... .. ....... ..... ......... ........ 5 1 1 1 
Tedrick, cf. .............. ............ .... ..4 3 2 0 
Weekley, lb. . .. .. ............... .... ..... .4 3 2 0 
R. Carlock, cf. . ............... ........ ..4 1 2 0 
:Uiddle, c. . ........... ...... ........ ........ ..4 1 1 0 
Duey, 2b. . .............. ... ....... .... .. .. ... 3 1 1 1 
McCaleb, p. . ... ............... ... .... .. ..4· 0 1 0 
Totals ... ......... .......... .... ...... ...... 38 12 14 2 
Norma.l- AB. R. H. E. 
Clapper, 3b ..... .. ....... ... .. .... .. ... .. . ..4 0 0 0 
Matthews, 2b. . .... ..... .. ... ......... .. .. 3 1 1 0 
nodghiro, ss. . ........................... ..4 0 0 0 
Hamilton, cf ........... ... , .. .. ........ . .4 0 3 0 
Stiegle, rf. .................. .......... .... ..4 0 1 0 
Busker, lf. . .. ................... .... ........ 3 0 0 0 
Jacquat , lb . ... .. ..................... ...... 3 0 0 0 
Piaz7..a, c. . ................................... 3 0 0 1 
McCambridge, p ........... ............ 0 0 0 1 
Sbrau, p. . ..... .. ............................ 2 0 0 1 
R.ead, p. . ................ ....... .............. ! 0 0 0 
Aleck ... ........ ................... ... ........... ! 0 0 0 
Totals ........ ........ .. ...... ......... ..... 32 1 5 3 
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
DAILY 
We wish to thank tlte many stu-
dents who have been pleased with 
the confections, service, and atmos-
phere of 
The CANDY SHOP 
Drop in and see us often at our 
locat ion on the 
East Side Square Phone 270 
---EISTC--- Campbell Electric 
Shoe Shop Remember your friends with flow-
ers. They say it best.-Carroll-Florist, I South of the Square on Seventh 
413 Seventh Street.-Phone 39. :_--------------~ 
No Matter What Form It Takes ••• 
Meadow Gold Ice Cream 
Is the Tastiest 
In cones, in bricks, in sodas . . . it's all the same. 
The full, rich flavor of MEADOW GOLD Ice Cream 
is always the best. We use only the best ingredients 
and our processes insure proper freezing and packing. 
Ask for it today and give yourself a treat. 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 7th & VAN BUREN 
Tennis 
Rackets and Balls 
Just received New 1936 Pennsylvania Tennis Balls 
Also New Rackets from 
$2.50 to $6.00 
KING BROS. 
NEWSPAPERS 
BOOK & 
STATIONERY STORE 
Phone 428 
GIFTS MAGAZINES 
--LINCOLN THEATR .... __ 
TUESDAY IS BANK NITE- ADM. 25c TO ALL 
Franchot TONE- Loretta YOUNG 
in 
'Unguarded Hour' 
with 
Lewis STONE-Roland YOUNG 
ALSO SHORT SUBJECTS 
WEDNESDAY ONLY- ADM. 10c & 25c 
T HE ONE AND ONLY 
Charlie CHAPLIN 
in 
'Modern Times' 
Also Comedy-News Shows 2:30-7:00-9 :00 
THURSDAY ONLY- ShoiWs Continuous from 1 :30 
10c & 25c till 5:30 ; t hen 10c & 35c 
The New WLS Ba1·n Dance Show Featuring 
Lulu BELL & SCOTTY 
ON THE SCREEN-
OnslOW STEVENS- Jack LaRUE 
in 
" BRIDGE OF SIGHS" 
FRIDAY-BARGAIN DAY- Mat. 10c t o all-Eve. lOc & 15c 
Warren WILLIAM- June TRAVIS 
in 
'Times Square Playboy' 
-SATURDAY ONLY- Adm. 10c & 25c 
DECORATION DAY SPECIAL 
Harold LLOYD 
in 
'MILKY WAY' 
Also Comedy & Popeye Shows 1 :30-3:30-7 :00-9 :00 
NEXT SUNDAY-MONDAY-
'THESE THREE' 
with 
Merle OBERON-Joel McCREA 
Miriam HOPKINS 
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TC High Contntencernent Will 
Be Held This Friday Evening 
·----37 Students to Receive Diplomas; W AA TENNIS TEAM 
Glenn H. Seymour Will Deliver LOSES IN ANNUAL 
Chief Address. DECATUR TOURNEY 
Seventeenth annual commencement 
exercises of TC high school will be held 
this Friday night for 37 seniors. There 
are 19 boys and 18 girls in the gradu-
ating class. 
The program is as follows: 
Processional, Friederich Koch; Invo-
cation, the Reverend H. L . Hayes; Girls' 
Glee club singing The Galway Piper, 
by Trebarne; and Balloons in the 
Snow, by Boyd; Salutatory, Robert 
Hallowell; commencement address, 
Glenn H. Seymour of the Eastern State 
T eachers college history department; 
announcement of honors, Donald A. 
Rothschilrl; The principal's honor 
award; the high school alumni prize; 
The Latin award of the Eta Sigma Phi 
medal, by Kevin J. Guinagh; presenta-
tion of diplomas, Dean F. A. Beu; val-
edictory, Nina Tefft; recessional, Mr. 
Koch. 
Kay Lumbrick, Eleanor Gable, Sadie 
Kuffel, and Lucille Abee with Mabel 
Hupprich, adviser, journeyed to Mil-
likin Thursday, May 21 to participate 
in a tennis tournament on Friday and 
Saturday. Both teams were defeated 
in their first matches. Lumbrick and 
Abee lost to Wheaton by a score of 
6-1, 6-1. Gable and Kuffel lost to 
North Central 6-3, 6-3. Eleven colleges 
were represented. 
---EIST~---
Chamberlin Wins 
Clark Scholarship 
Thomas Chamberlin '36 has accept-
ed a scholarship to Clark university, 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
.................................................... 
Seymour Capitulates! ! 
Buys New Ford 
Tuesday, May 26, 1936 
K. M. E. Questionnaire Sheds 
Light on Math Work, Curricula 
(Special to the NewS') Results of an extensive survey of schools reported that it was going 
the mathematics departments of East- down, nine believed it was going up, 
Glenn H. Seymour, perennial and twenty-two said it was constant. 
pedestrain, has at last fallen. ern illinois h~gh schools have been 
Joining the ranks of "the 6000 tabulated by Marvin Wyatt and Merle 
since yesterday class," he becomes Allard, members of the Mu chapter of 
the thirty-fourth faculty Ford Kappa Mu Er>silon. This survey, con-
owner. Whee it has been under- ducted by means of questionnaires 
stood for some time that Mr. sent to heads of mathemat ics depart-
Seymour was being beseiged by a ments in 100 neighboring schools by 
bevy of auto salesmen, it was be- Cecil Elam, chapter vice-president, 
lieved in reliable quarters that he covers every phase of statistical data 
had an even break in the argu- that can be tabulated in this way. Mr. 
ment . Elam constructed the questionnaire 
Late Saturday evening, 0. A. and had a hundred copies printed. 
MacArthur, local Ford dealer, con- Forty-four schools responded, and data 
The texts in commonest use are as 
follows: Edgerton and Carpenter in 
first year algebra; Wells and Hart, and 
Hawks, Luby and Touton r ank equally 
high in advanced algebra; Wells and 
Hart is high in plane and solid geom-
etry; Curry and Rice is best in com-
mercial arithmetic; and Twentieth 
Century, of course, is best in book-
keeping. 
---EISTc---
BURRIS IS SPEAKER 
sidered the deal far enough along was thus obtained from ninety-one --
to take Sunday off. When called mathematics teachers. Of these, Quincy Guy Burris talked before the 
on the phone by a News reporter, thirty-six call the University of Illi- College Club of Decatur at the Decatur 
Mr. Seymour flatly denied that nois their alma mater and ten are Club yest:.rday ab:mt the life and let-
purchase had been consummated. Eastern Illinois graduates. Three of ters of Rudyard Kipling, late poet !au-
Later, however, rumors were the other Illinois State Teachers col- reate of England. His talk was the 
rampant that the deal had been leges are represented. feature of the annual College Club 
closed. Mr. Seymour courageously It is noteworthy that only one of dinner. 
responded to the plea of the TC these high schools reported h aving a I Mr. Burris macie the same talk, in 
New~ to do what he could to give mathematics club, although such large shcrtmed fm·m, a.s part of the well-
the paper the scoop for the Tues- ~chools as Danville and Mattoon are I ~eceived Kipling chapel program given 
day edition. commenting upon the liSted among those reporting. The ex- nere some we::ks ago. 
situation Monday morning, Mr. Sey- tra-curricular activities most com- 1·---------------- . 
mour stated, "Most certainly Doug- monly sponsored by math teachers ~, 
t b . N. E. Corner Square. PHONE 220 las would have been a Ford owner." ~eem o e coachmg and class advis-
The News. again wins. mg. I 
The list of graduates is: Mildred 
Josephine Adkins, Bette Lou Bails, 
Laura MHdred Baker, Mervin Chester 
Baker, Charles Franklin Crites, Elsa 
Elizabeth Davis, Kathryn Mae Dodds, 
Claude Edward Durgee, Lavone Gil-
bert, Marion Dale Greene, Lois Gre-
ason, Robert Edward Hallowell, Mary 
Mamine Hawkins, Virginia Lucille 
Heinlein, Margaret Jane Highland, 
Worcester, Mass., 
for next year. He 
had his choice be-
tween a scholarship 
to Wisconsin uni-
versity and the one 
he chose. C 1 a r k 
university appealed 
to hi'm because of 
its wide fame in 
geography, which is 
his major. Cham-
berlin intends to be 
in summer school 
here and will take up 
his studies at Clark 
I Twenty-one of these high schools 
•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••• require two courses of mathematics YELLOW CAB CO. 
Clifford Dale Howell, Janice Hurtz, 
Max Shrieve King, Opal Velma Lowry, 
Francis Gerald McComas, Kenneth 
Jack McDivitt, Helen Louise Mcintyre, 
Faye Geneva McMillan, Howard 
Charles Moore, Laveta Chloe Pinnell, 
Catherine Rowena Pollard, W~alter 
Reasor, Arlin Rennels, Jr., John Car-
los Reynolds, Donald G. Smith, Jos-
eph Clyde Snyder, Nina. Mae Tefftt, 
Guy Dale Vaughn, Lois Beatrice Wid-
ger, Ben Wamsley Winter, and Harry 
T. Wright. 
---EISTC---
Going Places, Doing 
Things, Says Faculty 
T. .chamberlin 
n ext fall early in September. 
Chamberlin was nominated as a. 
campus leader in the Warbler and 
has been active in club and class 
activity. He is holder of the Liv-
ingston C. Lord scholarship for 1935-
36. 
President R. G. Buzzard holds his 
doctor's degree from Clark univer-
sity. 
---EiltTC'---
Beg, Steal, Borrow-
One quarter, which is the 
subscription price for the six 
summer term issues of the 
Teachers College News. You 
pay your fee in the front hall 
during free periods and the 
noon hours. Thank you.-The 
Editors. 
---I!:ISTC,---
LOCKARD TO HEAD 
NEW DEPARTMENT 
Department Editors Tilman Lockard, president of Epsilon 
N d f '36 N Pi Tau, has been appointed head of a arne Or eWS I new industrial arts department in 
-- Louisburg college, North Carolina. 
for graduation. Ten require one course. Bob Waters 
Only nine have no math requirement 
whatsoever. DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE The trend of emollment in elective 
mathematics courses in high schools 
seems to be about constant. Eight !_The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow 
SUMMER SUITS . ... 
White Flannels Our Spring· Specialty 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
BYRON MILLER, Proprietor 
ALTERATIONS PHONE 404 REPAIRING 
Winifred Neely, English department, I . Jack Keene, a freshman this year, Lockard is the sixth graduate of the 
will work on her doctor's degree at the lS expected to take over most of the Eastern industrial arts department" to 
'Lniversity of Wisconsin. work of sports editing in next year's be placed in North Carolina since Neal 
"I've got a book on my chest I have New&. Keene has ably covered much Adkins received a position t here sev-1 
to get off," says Charles Coleman of of the spring sports in the past term eral years ago. It was through the 
the history department; so he will and is one of the most reliable re- help of Adkins that Lockard was lo-
spend the summer in New York where porters on the staff. In the past the cated there. 
the library faciliti'es are greater. The sports page has served as a test for ---EosTc---
The White 
CORLEY OXFORD 
For Ladies book is to be a seventh and eighth. aspiring chief editors . 
grade text book. John Farrar, feature writer and 
'GUESS WHO ' ANSWERS 
Ernest L. stover, head of the botany sports commentator, will probably in-
department, has no definite plans for herit "Panthergrams," the column of XIII, W. Duey; XIV, E. Schooley; 
the summer months. "spirited sports squibs." XV, B. Lewis. 
Fastens with two straps instead of ties. We offer the Corley 
Oxford with Cuban heel of leather with black 
A summer in Paris and work at the 
Sorbonne University promises a busy 
summer for Elizabeth Michael of the 
foreign language department. She will 
continue work on her doctor's degree. 
Beulah Midgett will undertake most •---------------- 1 patent straps at 
of the work of soctety editor of the STUDENTS-
News next year, according to Stanley 
Albert Crowe, of the physical science 
department, is planning a trip through 
the West with his daughter. 
"I am going to the University of 
Illinois to work on a doctor's degree in 
psychology and philosophy," says 
Coach Winfield S. Angus. He will 
also submit to a short coaching course 
at the University of Minnesota. 
Willard M. Gersbacher, of the bio-
logical science department, contem-
plates a trip to the North East this 
summer. 
Walter Scruggs, of the bi"ological 
science department, may attend sum-
mer school at the University of Michi-
gan. 
---EISTc---
Remember your friends with flow-
ers. They say it best.-Carroll-Florist, 
413 Seventh Street.- Phone 39. 
Home Cooked Foods 
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soups 
Plate Lunches 25c 
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
"Jimmie'' Tedrick 
Elam, co-editor of the News. Miss 
Midgett is· a member of Sigma Tau 
Delta and is a high honor student. 
Jayne Lynch (Torchy) has consented 
to he'p in gathering the social items. 
Mary Alice: Harwood, sophomore 
society editor for the past year , has 
resigned that position in view of the 
fact that her duties as presid ent of 
the Women's League next year will 
make heavy demands upon her time. 
It Pays to Look Well 
A good hair cut just doesn't happen 
-it is the resu::t of long experience 
and careful attention. You ca.n get 
that kind of service at the 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest Corner of Square 
KRACKER BOX 
FREE COFFEE 
with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Prop. 
Operated" by "Bob" and "Ab" 
A. c. ADKINS 
Groceries and Meats 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN 
Your Patronage Will Be 
App·reciated 
Complete Greasing Service 
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS 
NEWELL'S 
SERVICE STATION 
a.t Tenth and Linco-~n 
SMART WHITE SHOES 
·- I NVA.A.T•s . · '- . <~ 
- . - BllOWNbiltSHOE STORE ··.::·- . .·:·~ 
BALOU' CHARLESTON BOV SCOUT ,.. . ~ 
HO S il UV ILL. 'SHOE '5 , • ~ 
·~~~·~.-~ ~;oo:,' . .. ·.; .. ~· ... •o-. ' ~ ..._ . . • ~ ·. :· ~ 
~ . . ' 
The Right .... 
Graduation and End-ofuSchool Year 
Clothes and Acce s • 1es 
will make these events finer and better. 
New Spring Suits ................................... : .................... $18.00 to $27.50 
Flannel Trousers ............... ............................................................. $5.00 
Shit r s ....................... ..................... .................................... $1.00 to $1.95 
. 
• 
• 
_Skipper Knit Shirts ....... ............................................................... $1.00 
Cheney Neckwear .......................................................................... $1.00 
Wilson Bros. Hosiery ...................................................... ...... 25c to 50c 
Bradley Sweaters ...................... ........ .............................. $2.50 to $5.00 
Linder Clothing Company 
. ON THE CORNER , 
• 
e 
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A FRESHMAN AT 56, former state legislator Thomas D. Fletcher last 
month entered the University of Chattanooga, where he plans to earn 
· B. A. degree when he's 62. A lawyer for, 26 years, Mr. Fletcher said: 
"I hope to he much better in my profession as a result of this training., 
e 's the oldest member of his class, and the only one with whiskers. 
11 WE demand our bonus now,·· 
members of the Veterans of 
uture Wars are telling their mem .. 
of congress through .. posts .. 
· on more than 99 college 
Here ~s Lewis Jefferson 
Jr., national commander and 
of the 6rst ·post at Prince· 
University: Addi~ional pho~os 
on page 2. 
ROWBOAT TAXJ SERVICE was m· 
stituted at Marietta (0 .) College 
when flood waters made other forms of 
transportation impossible. Additional 
flood pictures on bac~ page. 
FO~M is quite ~n item 10 
dtscus -throwmg, and 
Dwight Scheyer, Washington 
State College, demonstrated 
almost perfect form when he 
heaved the platter 150 feet 
and 2 inches in a dual meet 
with the University of Cali .. 
fornia. 
Future V etera11s Demand Casl1 No'"' 
""LAUGH IT OFF!" The seriousness that 
has for many years dominated the work of 
campus workers for peace has been forced to 
take a hack seat these days hy the nation-wide 
acclaim that followed the Princeton hull-ses-
sion inception of the Veterans of Future Wars. 
The parent organization has fostered the estab-
lishment of "posts" on more than w campuses, 
and these have given birth to such off-shoots as 
the Association of Gold Star Mother~ of Veter-
ans of Future Wars (now calleJ ' 'Home Fire 
Division" by some), the Foreign CorresponJents 
of Future Wars, the Conscientious Objectors 
of Future Wars, and groups J emanding p;\yment 
of future social security. T exas' Rep. M aury 
Maverick has announced that he w ill introduce 
a bill to meet the J emanJs of the V . F. W 
A conscientious objectors protective organiza-
tion to insure better prison conditions and bon , 
uses for families of future war objectors is 
being urgeJ by Phil Monypenny of Washington 
University (St. Louis). 
Association of Future Gold Star Mothers of the 
V . F . W. are actively supporting the activities of t heir 
"sons." It was founded at Vassar, but an official 
release from that institut ion disclaims the honor. 
They started it all! These are the eight 
original members of the parent organiza-
tion· at Princeton University. 
ACCOMPLISHED HORSEWOMAN Helen Franke, Kappa 
Delta at Alabama Polytechnic Institute, takes her champion over 
a jump on the campus riding course. 
MARY CORZINE was rated hy her 
junior classmates as one of the top- · 
ranking beauties in an election sta~~?d at 
Texas Christian University. · 
{ 
WORM·s EY VIEW of 
O'Connell of 
Dcrkota State, 
of Nocth 
conference high 
record of 6 feet, 2 
inches. 
TO SPEAK of University of Chicago athletics is 
speak of heroes rather than of teams. 
is Jay Berwanger in football, Bill Haarlow in 
ball. On two successive afternoons in the spring 
1931 it was Roy Henshaw, short and . slight produ 
of Chicago sandlots. Roy took the mound for tl 
· University of Chicago bas 
hall team against M inn 
sota and polished off tl 
Gophers in a . doublt 
header ; the next day d 
team was Indiana, likewi~ 
polished off by Chicago i 
two games in one afte1 
noon. The record boo• 
showed that Pitcher Her 
.shaw had fanned 45' me 
.in those 36 innings. 
This was really word 
setting down, but for Ro1 
\ Henshaw the two afte; 
noons were almost lackadaisical. He had alway 
fanned out batters with the greatest of ease for thre 
years with Chicago. One season it was 92; and tha 
same season he averaged five hits a game. 
Such Big Ten splendor could not long pass un 
noticed by the Chicago Cubs. In 1932; Roy left col 
lege to try out with that noisy and periodically hril 
liant club. His college education having been sati 
factory on the diamond, Roy gradually grew to lustr 
as a Big Leaguer. This year the ex-collegian may 
named in a breath w ith the di~z.iest of Deans himsel 
"Bah" to Athlete's Heart 
A SCIENTIFIC question that has a hearing on th 
case of Roy Henshaw, and those of a thousan 
others named in college athletic hooks, has bee 
settled, in a measure, hy Dr. William G. Leamon of th 
University of Pennsylvania. To the query : Wha 
about athlete's heart? Dr. Leamon, in medical term. 
replied: nothing . . The terms : h~art-strain is not pos 
sible in a _healthy heart; participation in athletic~ d~ 
not predtspose to early development of a cardto~~~~ 
cular disease. Dr. Leamon's conclusion has been sup 
ported by Boston scientists and with proof that col· 
lege athletes·li\'e longer than aYerage men. 
Jssu 
FOB DIGESTION'S S&KE~SMOKB 
HARD GOING? In-
tense studying puts 
an added burden on 
digestion. Smoking 
Camels eases the strain 
-restores your pep-
and definitely pro-
motes good digestion. 
Smoking Camels a Pleasant Way 
lo Encourage and ~d Digestion 
Hurry, wo~ry, and strain tend to 
interfere with normal processes of 
digestion - actually slow up the 
flow of the digestive fluids. 
You sense a comforting .. lift,., a 
feeling of well-being, as you enjoy 
the delicate fragrance of your 
Camel. 
It is a scientific fact that smoking 
Camels helps to keep digestion on 
its proper course, through restor-
ing and increa~ing the flow of the 
.fluids necessary to good diges-
tion. Dine well! Smoke a Camel! 
Camels open a new world of 
pleasure, where mildness and rare 
flavor reign supreme. 
·You can smoke Camels steadily. 
They never get on your nerves or 
tire your taste. Camels set you right! 
Co!l.nlsbt. 1936, R. J. Ra,_.cb Tob. Co., WiDa-..s.l-. N.C. • 
• 
THEWINNERI Kelly 
Petillo, first in the In-
dianapolis Classic, 
says: .. SmokingCamels 
during and after meals 
goes a long way in 
helping to keep my di-
gestion in good shape.'' 
THE- FLARE of the 
welding arc climbs 
to a temperature of 
8700°! Dan Rafferty, 
master welder, says: 
"Smoking Camels dur-
ing and after. meals 
helps my digestion.'' 
A RARE PLEASURE. Leisurely diners enjoy-
ing the continental misine at Jacques French 
Restaurant, nationally famous cafi in Chicago. 
Here soft lights and impeccable service give 
the perfect setting for such dishes as Baked 
. Oysters a Ia ]acq11es and other specialties of 
the house. And Camels add the· final touch to 
dining ... Camels are most popular here/' J acques 
. himself observes. "They ue cleuly the favorite 
with those who know fine living." 
TUNE IN! . 
CAMEL CAllA VAN WITH 
WALTER O'KEEFE 
DEANE JANIS • TED MUSING 
GLEN GRAY AND THE 
CASA L0?1A ORCHESTRA 
· TuesdayaodThwsday-
9 p . m. E. S. T., 8 p.m. C. S. T ., 
9:30p.m. M. S. T., 
8:30 p. m. P. S. T.- over 
WABC-Columbia Network 
/ 
THllEE MOVEMENTS in the throwing ~- the javelin 
are demonstrated in this unusual 
photo by Willialn M. Ri~ 
famed Philadelphia photographer. 
MARJORIE EBERT, 
freshman . report· 
er · for the Universitv 
of Toledo's Ca.mpt,;s 
Colkgian, climbs a rail-
road watchman's tow· 
er to get his impres· 
sions of the students 
that pass beneath his 
perch every day. 
ROUND AND 
ROUND they go! 
Roller skating is the 
latest fad to sweep the 
campus of Cortland 
(N. Y.) Normal&hool. 
T TNIVERSITY OF TULSA engineers this year 
U have an engineer for their queen for the first time 
in history. It's Ruth Ramsay, sophomore in the school 
of petroleum engineering. 
BEMONOCLED A . ]. Fitz-
gerald, champion Cam-
bridge University (England) 
high hurdler, doesn't give up ~!1!!.!:::::::::: 
his eye-glass when he enters 
championship meets 
' 
SENIOR BALL HEAD , , MaFy Margaret Walton 
is co-chairman of the arrangements committee of 
the socially important Loyola .. University gra~uating 
class .dance. 
THAT President Roosevelt has a witty tongue is evidenced by the 
hearty laughs he provoked during his speech accepting an honorary 
degree from Rollins College. In his address he defended experimenta~ 
tion in education, politics and economics. 
-.· 
CouectATE DtGEST Photo hy Paul S~c-Raymor, Ltd. 
•. 
-
N EW YORK UNIVERSITY women these days are de~ 
veloping powerful rights in their 
·gymnasium classes, as this photo 
of a fast~hitting co~ed proves. It 
was taken during a class period in 
Y. N . U.'s modernly equipped 
gymnastum. 
pOISE AND BAL~ 
ANCE are taught 
·Occidental College stu~ 
dents by forcing them 
to walk a balance rail 
with squares of wood 
on their heads. 
SOFTBALL has at~ 
tracted hundreds of 
women athletes at the. 
University of South~ 
ern California, where 
tournament leagues 
have been formed to 
provide inter .. team 
competition for the 
diamond minded co~ 
eds. 
M .AN.HAT'T AN. MADNESS is the title chosen by Carroll Siskind, College of the 
City of New York student, for his pri~e entry 
in this week's PicTURE OF THE WEEK contest. 
Five dollars is paid the winner of each week's 
contest. Send your entries to: CoLLEGIATE 
DIGEST, P. 0. Box 472. Madison, Wis. 
I 1o I t ' i . ·I i ! • 
! I 
I 
'I 
ANNIVERSARY - - This week the University of 
Buffalo's school of pharmacy 
celebrates the 5oth anniver-
sary of its founding and at the 
same time the conclusion of 
50 years of teaching in that 
department of Dean Willis G. 
Gregory (left). Foster Hall, 
home of the department, ts 
shown above. 
FRED FA ULKNER , Rutgers' dtVing ace, was second onlv to Princeton's Harry Cran· 
ston in the fancy. diving events at the Inter-
collegiate Swimming Association meet. .He 
gathered <)9.6R points. whtle Cranston ptled 
up 103.79 points. 
QUEEN Alice Lois Kelly, Kappa· Kappa Gamma, reigned over· 
the West Virginia University junior 
prom. 
BEAUTIES Martha M Gilli-
cuddy, Rebecca Kibby and 
Marion Bartlett are the three lead-
ing contenders for honor positions 
in the University of Vermont's 
yearbook, 'The AYiel. 
DEAN Robert E. Doherty, head of 
Yale's engineering school, will be-
come Carnegie Institute of Technology's 
third president when he takes office in 
June. 
D k U · ·t Chartered in 1835 as York Academy, Duke University is· u e nlversl y now operating under its fourth change of name since that 
time. A Methodist Episcopal Church school, its largest gift came from the tobacco king ~h~ 
name it now bears. Value of its endowments and buildings totals approximately fifty mtlhon 
dollars. The university maintains 100 scholarships, and makes student loans in excess of $75,000 
annually. 
.. 
pipeful• ol fra-
p-ant tobaceo in 
every 2-ounce tin 
of Prince Albert 
HERE, YOU TR'< 
IHIS PRINCE 
Al.aERT. AND 
VOU'LL FORGET 
WI4AT ~E WORD 
'BilE' 
.anJLru_._-,. 
t-JEANS 
ONE-MINUTE ''QUIZ'1 
FOR PIPE SMOKERS 
Q. What tobacco is "crimP. cut" 
and smokes cooler'! 
Q. What one is the world's larg-
est seller? 
Q. What t obacco doesn't bite 
the tongue? 
Q. Name the tobacco protected in tin. 
Q. How do you get the most pipe joy? 
You've guessed it- Prince Albert! There's no other 
tobacco like P. A., men. Try it-at our risk. Below 
is our ooen invitation to all pipe smokers. 
MONOCYCLE rid, 
ing is no trick at 
all for. Silas Braley, 
who demonstrated be, 
fore the large crowd 
that attended the Ob, 
erlin College intra, 
mural festival. 
FEY CHU Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute sophomore, experiments on white rats in an effort to determine the part 
the thymus gland plays in the economy of the human body. 
( 
. 
M ARGUERITE COS WELL, the only woman member of the Los An, 
geles Junior College track team, runs the 1oo-yard dash in 12 seconds, 
hurls the discuss better than· 143 feet. She's trying for a place on the Olympic 
team. · 
... 
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI students turned out en masse when the General Motors Parade 
of Progress, a world's,fair-on,wheels now touring the country, paid a courtesy visit to the 
campus. Here a group is examining one of the giant stream,lined transports in which t:h&exposi .. 
tion travels. 
/ 
THE "SILVER STANDARD" is the chief concern of Edna 
Ferrell, Radcliffe College graduate student, who is shown , 
measuring silver salts in solution with the photronic nepthelO' 
meter. a new device which has been used only at Radcliffe. 
FAST RUNNING featured the 
. rugby battle between Long Island 
'niversity and the New York 
Rugby Club. Bookbjnder of L. I. U. 
is shown dashing away from his 
opoonents. 
UNIVERSITIES and col, 
leges in eastern United 
States were thrown into tur, 
·moil when the raging waters 
of swollen rivers flooded their 
campuses, cut off water and 
electricity. Classes became 
irregular, and many were 
poorly attended because of 
difficulty in reaching campus 
buildings and bec:tuse of stu, 
dents' interest in flood activi, 
ties. Many institutions threw 
their buildings open to flood 
r.efugees and aided in their 
care. 
• 
Dick Forman. Amherst football 
star, entertains the children housed 
in Amherst's gymnas~um while 
flood waters ravaged their homes. 
Cornelrs Provost R. 
A. Mann aided New 
..... ,. York and Pennsylvania ~ 
commissions when they 
met in Washington to 
discuss flood control 
Marshall College (Huntington. W. Va.) had to furnish 
boats ~r its students when the water inundated the 
campus. 
I . 
. . 1 l 
l. 
l 
f) 
Sandy Thomas, Wesleyan Univer, 
sity, was one of the never,tiring 
amateur radio station operators 
who kept the nation informed of 
flood conditions in marooned cities. 
LEHIGH'S W. Clow pinned j. 
Zullo of Columbia to win the 
11 R-pound class title at the 31nd 
annual intercollegiate meet held 
at Princeton University. 
.------------·------·------, 
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How come the Dells have this sudden burst of prosperil)'? 
Simple. They've got one of thos_e Metermis_er Frigidaires 
?::new Frigidaires are even more economi-
cal in operation and the freezing c~pacity is 
increased by the new Metermiser - made 
possible by the fact that General Motors has 
f re8ources great enough to carry on a program I of constant improvement - and manufactur-
1 ing capacity great enough to provide these I -improvements at low cost. 
t 
·f 
t 
I 
GENERAL MOTORS 
A Pu!J/ic-Minded Institution 
t CHEV&OLET • PONTIAC · OLDSliOBIU: • BUICK • LA SALLE • CADILUC 
I . ______________________ _, .... 
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THIS ONE FAILED - - This remarkable action photo caught University of Iowa trapeze performers 
in an unscheduled mid-air collision. The trick is for the man in shorts to leave catcher's hands, 
pass under man in trousers, and catch swing as man in trousers leaves it. 
1),2.0 
.15 
10 
c 'l.O'> 
Up 'n Over 
A daring young man 
and his trapeze- but this 
one doesn't fly. William 
Sefton, University of South-
ern California Olympic pros-
pect, just sets it up there 
to jump over with the 
bamboo pole, a vaulter's 
single piece of equipment 
used · to defy the law of 
gravity. Sefton is stopped 
by the Magic Eye Speed 
Graph camera in eight 
different poses as he clears 
a near-record height. 
WHEN Massachusetts Institute of Technology engineers wanted 
a new way of determining admission charges to their annual 
dance, they invented the "It .. machine, and the higher the person-
ality record the higher the admission charge. Mary Wells Atwood 
(abot•e), Nasson College student, had so much "it" she burned out 
the machine. 
EXPERT RIFLEMAN Dr. J. F. McClendon, University of Min-
nesota physiologist, keeps an air rifle by his side m classroom 
and laboratory -- to shoot flies that bother him or his students. 
And students report that he in\'ariahly "gets his fly." 
WHEN Smith Col-
DUKE U~HVERSITY ush~red in another unusual c?Uege subject . when it started its 
course m theater operatiOn and management .. Pictured here are the 27 students 
employed by the southern institution's campus theater, and we presume they're enrolled 
in the course in ushering. 
lege authorities 
ruled that Helen Litz 
could not keep her. pet 
duck in her -room, she 
replied that if the duck 
had to go, she'd follow. 
Result: the authorities 
allowed both to stay. · 
THE harpooning that the Veterans of F~ture 
Wars started a month or so ago with the or..-
ganization of the first chapter Qn the Princeton 
University campus has turned into more or less 
-serious business. Officers of the parent "post" 
are now working night and day attending to the 
many details that are brought to their attention. 
Then, too, their Washington lobbying activities 
keep many busy. These photos are from the cur..-
rent MARCH OF TIME screen record of the or-
ganization's work, and are reproduced by special 
permission of the editors of THE MARCH Of TIME. 
Mailmen are kept real busy bringing mail to the Princeton 
headquarters of the organization. 
The nation's youngest senator, Rush Holt, argu~s ways 
and means with the Veterans' lobbyists. 
ACES , ... Queens 
. of the four suits 
celebrating Ace 
Day at the Univer, 
sity of Tennessee 
were Ethel Mays, 
Allison Darst, Viv-
iCI:n Gies and Jose..-
phine Barkley. 
Two of the Veterans' lobbyists corner 
Sen. J. Hami~ton Lewis on the mono..-
rail subway which connects the Capital 
with the Senate Office building to · try -to 
convince him that they deserve his ·support. 
Organizers and office staff operate in a 
big business way to answ~r the thousands 
of letters receiveJ daily. 
'~Sweet · Swing" 
WILL OSBORNE, the orchestra leader, has only 
a slight connection with Yale. He once sued Rudy 
Vallee, Yale alumnus, for a sum running ·past the 
$200,000 mark. Rudy, Will averred, had copied his 
crooning from Will Osborne. At that time Will's 
voice and vocal manner was so much like Rudy's 
that the radio public could 
rarely tell them apart. 
Not knowing who came 
first, the court threw out 
the case. Rudy Valee 
waxed more famous, and 
Will Osborn, who sounded 
like him, bore in silence 
the onus of an imitator. 
But Will has left St. 
Andrews College (in his 
native Toronto) to become 
an orchestra leader of note. 
He worked incessantly on 
special trombone effects, 
relied le...o;s on his voice. A year ago dancers began to 
notice that Will Osborne had a sweet swing to his 
playing. Today Rudy Vallee is known chiefly for 
his radio variety hour. Will Osborne is known for 
his band. 
Another "c.frust'' 
. J N THEIR sifting and winnowing for the truth, 
professors and scholars often disagree for years on 
end, debating, compromising, and surrendering as 
integrity of intellect dictates. Politicians disagree 
and debate, but elections decide issues, and while in 
office, the victors are Doers. President Roosevelt 
invited professors and scholars to ·take an active hand 
in government four years ago. . They sifted and win-
nowed and had to announce the results immediately. 
. Shortly after they did, the 
Republicans howled at the 
bumbling theories. 
On the eve of another 
national election, the Re-
publicans are announcing 
their own .. brain trust" , ... 
Republican college profes..-
sors to show Democratic 
college professors they are 
wrong. Heading the new 
"trust" is Dr. Olin Glenn 
Saxon, professor of business 
administration at Yale, Har, 
vard Phi Beta Kappa. Dr. 
Olin, once a broker, at other times a jawyer, is quick-
spoken and business..-Jike, · no dreamer to displease 
Republican Big Business aligned against the Admin-
istration. 
Dr. Saxon of Yale was .a democrat until 1933. At 
Harvard he studied under Dr. Felix Frankfurter, -first 
and main inspiration of the bemocratic .. brain trust." 
Yaleman Saxon's committee of nine assistants is now 
analyzing the New Deal "to expose its fallacies." 
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SPRING FEVER makes dig-
ging into studies all the harder 
-mental tension increases. But 
Camels help. They add much to 
the enjoyment of life. Camels 
give you a "lift"-and nevel' get 
on your nerves. 
THE CHEF. PRESENTS a Planked Sirloin 
Steak a Ia Pf~rker, named, like the renowned 
rolls, for the famous Parker. House in Boston. 
Martin J. Lavin~ banquet mana~er, is im-
~ IK! CAMEL CARAVAN 
WITH WALTER O'KEEFE 
DEANE JANIS. TED HUSING 
GLEN GRAY AND THE 
CASA LOMA OROIESTRA 
Tuesday and Thursday-9 p.m. 
E.D.S.T .• 8 p.m. E.S.T., 8 p.m. ' 
C.D.S. T .• 7 p .. m.C.S. T.,8:30 p.m. 
M.S.T .. 7:30p.m. P.S.T.-over 
W A B C • Columbia . Network 
•• 
• • 
Orie of life's most enj'?yable experiences· is the pleasure 
~ Camels add to eating 
You have surely noticed how much 
more you enjoy eating when your 
mind is free from care. No mental 
strain or hurry slows down the nat-
ural flow of digestive fluids. 
Much of this same enjoyment is 
. yours when you smoke Camels. Smok-
ing Camels ·increases the supply of 
alkaline digestive fluids ... so neces-
sary for zest while you eat and for 
digestive well-being afterward. . 
In Camels, you find tobacco at once 
rich, mild, and perfect in taste. Camels 
set you right! They give you a cheery 
.. lift." And never jangle your nerves 
or tire your taste. 
Copyright, 1936, R. J . Reynolds Tobaeco Company. Winston-8alem, N . C. 
FIRST AMERICAN 
COLLEGE MAN to 
win theNationalOpen. 
Sam Parks,Jr.,"says: "A 
Camel with meals and 
after makes my food 
settle right."-
pressed by the. number of people who smoke 
Camels. He says: .. Camels are a favorite with 
those who love good food. At the Par:Rer 
House,. Camels are outstandingly popular." 
LIGHTNING. SPEED has car-
ried petite Mrs. Ethel Arnold to 
the peak of tennis fame. ''I smoke 
<;amets,•• she says. ••1 enjoy food 
more and. digest it better too:• 
# 
SPEEDBALL is the newest sport to be added to the physical education curriculum for women of 
San Francisco State College. They are shown learning the "pickup," the object of which is to catch 
the ball before it toudles the ground. 
NASH of Col 
drives out a 
in the second inning 
tight battle with the 
York University d. 
men. 
THE name of F. Whitney Jaeger (left), Colgate University geology student and star halfback on the 193 5 football team, may go down in history; not as a gridiron hero, but as one of the great of science. 
He has just discovered a ~75,ooo,ooo-year-old brittle star, one of the rarest fossils known to mankind. 
HUGH BEDI~NT, soph?more hurler, is one ~f the Universt 
of Alabama s outstandmg moundmen. Hugh s father whipp 
Christy Mathewson in two games to win the World Series for tl 
Boston Red. Sox m 1912. 
He's shown with Dr. T. B. Root. ' 
HOOVER'S THE MAN~ -- At least he ts in the opinion of students who attended 
the mock Republican national convention at Westminster College. Alf Landon of 
Kansas wa selected as his running mate . The photo shows the opening session of the 
convent1on . 
LILLIAN LANDS-
BERG was Kappa 
Kappa Gamma's winner 
in the Annual beautv 
contest at Drake Uni-
versity. She was selected 
as one of the six most 
beautiful on the campus. 
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HUNDRED 
have just 
in Lough bor, 
for the Uni, 
Michigan's 
tower. The 
background 
tons. 
WORLD'S RECORD for the medley relay was established by this quartet from 
Kansas State Teachers College at emporia at the qth annual Kansas Relays hel.d 
Lawrence. These runners raced through their variety of distances in 10:12.7. 
"Witl1 a Mi11imum of Disorder" 
WITH a minimum of disorder, 1936's peace "stri~e" enlisted almost doubl~ the 
number of student participants as did the second annual nationwtCle peace 
demonstration in 1935. An estimated ;oo,ooo undergraduates i_n 400 college and 
high schools conducted this year's one-hour peace movement, according to esti- I.J.· 
mates of officials of the newly formed American Student Union, sponsor of the 1936 
strike. CoLLEGIATE DIGEST below presents typical scenes of demonstrations in var· 
ious sections of the U. S. 
Listeners at Washington University (St. 
Louis) were quiet and attentive. 
Members of "future" or, 
ganizationsofBarnard, New 
College and Columbia pa, 
raded New York in this 
fashion . 
Rolf Kaltenborn lead his Harvard 
Veterans of Foreign Wars in song. 
Jerry Schmidt lead the "peace at any price·· demowtrattoris at U. C. L.A. 
U.S. College Amateurs' Best 
AN OUTSTANDING event of Importance to student and faculty amateur 
photographers in all colleges and universities was the third annual National 
Collegiate Photographic Salon held in the University of Wisconsin Memorial Union 
··::.Jer the sponsorship of that institution's Camera Club .. CoLLEGIATE DrGEST 
on this page presents the medal winners in both faculty and student classifica, 
tions. Because of the la~ge amount of space needed to feature these prize,winning 
photographs, the PicTURE OF THE WEEJC contest is discontinued for this week. 
It will be resumed in the next issue of CoLLEGIATE DIGEST. 
Far into the 
Night 
Rudolph F rundt 
Massachusetts State 
College 
• 
Red Sails 
in the 
Sunset 
Franklin]. 
Hickman 
Purdue University 
Phantom Power Y.P.Hollis University of Minnesota Self -Portrait 
James A. ·Schwalbach 
University of Wisconsin 
R. S. V. P. 
We'reinvitingyou to smoke 
Prince Albert. H you don't 
say it's smoking tobacco at 
its best-we'll aeeept your 
regrets, and 'your smokes 
will be on us. But when you 
learn how much cooler and 
sweeter P. A.'s "crimp cut" tobaceO is and that 
Prince Albert doesn't bite the tongue- well, we 
take the risk on regrets. Read our offer below. 
NOW TRY THIS PRINCELY SMOKE AT OUR RISK 
-
Smoke 20 fraer-t pipefuls of Priace Albert. If you cloa•t &acl it tlte meDow-
-t, tastiest pipe tobacco y- e..-er ••okecl. retara tJ.e pocket tiD witla the 
reat of the tobacco iD it to ua at -y tilDe witlaia a moatla from thia elate. -· 
- will refwacl full purdaa.e price. plaa poa~ 
(S~) R. ~. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
PRINiiE ALBEiT~~ 
BEST LOOKING and "prettiest girl" in the all,male cast 
of Pennsylvania's Mask and Wig Club show, Red Rhumba, 
was Reeves Wetherill, who played one of the "female" leads 
in the farce. 
wesleyan University Oldest institution bearing the name of Wesleyan, the Middle, 
town, Conn., Methodist university was founded in 1831. With 
an endowment exceeding $5,000,000, Wesleyan stands fifth in the U.S. list of highest endowments per student. 
Wesleyan's property costs exceeds $4,000,000, and its equipment includes 36ouildings (one of which is a new· 
million dollar library}. With one faculty member for each ten students, Wesleyan's curriculum trains in liberal 
(Y.FICIAL.SPONSOR of the College of Mount 
St. Joseph's spring festival for commerce 
students was Betty Ahern, outstanding finance 
student at the Ohio college. 
TRICKS and all sorts of magic are in the repertoire 
of John Makar, who is earning his way through Louisiana 
Normal performing at conventions and before special 
arts and sciences, not in the professions. 
BEST LEADER, most dignified and 
most friendly student on the Harrison, 
burg, Va., Teachers College campus is 
France Wells, her classmates decided 
· recently in an alkampus vote. 
QLDEST CLOCK in the world in running condition has 
jlli>""t been acquired by Prof. D. W. Hering, New York · 
University curator Experts say the clock was made about 
1410. 
HIGH FLYER 
Earl M eadows, 
University Of Southern 
California pole vaulter, 
demonstrates for the 
Magic Eye Speed Graph 
camera the form he uses 
to set world records 
(read from bottom to 
top). Co-holder of the 
N. C. A. A . record,. 
he is now seeking to 
better Keith Brown's 
mark of 14 feet, 5 Ys 
inches. 
MOST POPULAR 
woman on the Little 
Rock Junior CoHeg~ cam-
pus is Charlotte Mas-
ingill, · according to the 
results of a recent stu-
dent poll on the subject. 
AVIATRIX Amelia Earhart gives Purdue University aerodynamics students a new slant 011 navi-
gation problem when she meets informally with Capt. G. W . Haskins' class. Purdue has JUSt 
announced the provi ion of a $;o,ooo fund to build a special flying laboratory for Miss EarhaFt. 
pADDLEWHEEL airplane has 
been developed by University of 
Washington's Prof. F. D. Kirsten. 
The plane substitutes six-bladed 
propellers for the customary wings, 
and will be able to rise vertically 
and hover in mid-air. 
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''YOU KNOW WHERE HE GETS THOSE 
SAFETY GlA~S AND KNEE-ACTION IDEAS" 
~you have to do is to look at a General 
Motors car and you .will ~nd all the worth-
while i"mprovernents. Thanks to the greatness 
9f its resources, this organization is able to 
keep ahead of the parade in pioneering new 
developments- and able to add these itn-
provements to its ne\v cars at a price any 
General Motors car o\vner can afford. 
GENERAL MOTORS 
A Public-Minded Institution 
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC · OLD!'!\IOBILE · Bl' ICK · L\ ~.uu: · C.\DILUI 
~------------·---·-------
B RAVING A BARRAGE of overripe fruit and eggs, 
faw student, Steve Millhouse, explains his "Millhouse 
Project" at a West Virginia University mass meeting. The 
rroject asks for a governmental grubstake of $1,000 for 
college seniors to start them in business. 
TAKE THAT!,, And 
a College of the City 
of New York freshman 
gives a vicious jab to a 
. sophomore during the 
• class rush that the first, 
vear class won decisively. 
MEDLEY · runner 
Jack Wolff of ........ __ __ 
Manhattan College 
passes the baton to 
Edgar Borck during 
the Penn Relays dis, 
tance medley won 
by Manhattan. --+ 
• 
STRATOSPHERE FLIGHT of 
this cellophane balloon from the 
Swarthmore College football field 
was delayed when a sharp gust of 
wind ripped a hole in the fragile 
material. The flight was to gather 
cosmic rav data. 
A STUDY IN STYLE , , A Speed 
Graph of the form that won the 
Penn Relays hammer throw cham, · 
pionship for Anton Kishon of Bates 
College for the second year in sue, 
QL Y'MPIC GAMES TABLEAUX at Occidental College 
featured this unusual posed study of Esther Phillips, 
Marv Lou Carr and Martie Messick. 
GOOD IS GOOD AT IT!,, Walter Good, University of 
Pittsburgh star, captured the hop, skip and jump event 
at the Penn Relays. 
FIRST RECORD of breakmg 
an international t reaty is 
found on this "nail" being ex-
amined by Mary AI len of the 
UnivE~rsity of Southern Cali-
fornia. It was made in Babylon 
in 2.900 B. C ., and tells of the 
quarrel between two cities in 
Sumeria with a k · 
H AZEL BEACHAM, University of 
North Carolina, recently refused a 
motion picture contract because she wishes 
to graduate in June and continue her news-
paper work. 
K NIGHTS OF THE ROUND T ABLE-,Only this one is a meeting of Universtty of Chicago professors who hold a regular Sunday morning discussion over a Chicago radio station. (L to r) Philosopher T. 
V. Smith, finance expert S. P. Meech, and English professor James Weber Linn. 
]\{ordoff and Hall Moved to 'f ahiti 
To Escape the Dollar 
A FEW YEARS. before the United States entered 
the World War, James Norman Hall and Charles 
Nordhoff separately were occasional contributors to 
the Atlantic Monthly. This was not enough to make 
them famous, nor a living. Only Nordhoff seemed to 
care at the time about living. In 1916 he was in the 
tile manufacturing business in California. James 
Norman Hall that same year miraculously returned 
alive to London. He had enlisted in 1914 as a British 
machine gunner and had gone to Belgium with 
England's first army. The Germans called this army 
"The Contemptibles," and practically annihilated it. 
Hall was an American Grinnell College Ph. D. 'xo, 
but luck, not his citizenship or college, had kept him 
from dying in Flanders. 
Nordhoff in · 1916 gave up business in California 
to go with a batch of American college men as an 
ambulance driver in the French army. At nearly the 
same time shortly after this Hall and Nordhoff joined 
the famous Escadrille Lafayette. Thus~ they met, 
became fast friends, and risked death daily over the 
German lines. In 1918 both were transferred to tl;le 
United States air service in France. Nordhoff re-
ceived the Croix de Guerre; Hall was shot down 
and remained a German prisoner until the Armistice. 
After the war it was natural that Nordhoff should 
.return. to Boston. He had been a quiet Harvard man 
who played a guitar and mandolin and ~ead a good 
deal. James Norman Hall, the Iowan, came to Boston 
with him. Both hated business and post-war America, 
and liked writ ing and fishing. They therefore ~ttled 
in Tahiti in 192.0, wrote the history of the Lafayette 
Flying Corps and a Qovel, Falcons of France . 
. In 1931 the editor of the Atlantic Monthly helped 
them find an ace, the true story of the mutiny on 
H. M . S. Bounty in 1789. This resulted in the amazing 
trilogy, Mutiny on the Bounty, Men Against the Sea, 
and Pitcairn's Island. For movie rights to Mutiny 
and Pitcairn's Island they received a total of $34,000. 
They had gone to Tahiti to escape a dollar-civilization, 
but they wanted $6o,ooo for Hurricane, their last 
book, and got it. It costs only $12. a year to live in 
Tahiti, this sum being the price of a fishing license, 
but their movies made so much money for Hollywood 
that they .had to keep from being exploited. They 
live on opposite sides of Papeete, meet once a week 
to discuss their writing and great wealth. 
Issue H 
_ They stimulate digestion in a pleasant, natural way 
... increase alkalitiity 
' 
The hunian digestion is a marvelous 
but delicate mechanism. It responds 
adversely to the hurry and mental 
strain so common to our busy lives. 
It is definitely encouraged ·by smok-
ing Camels. Scientific studies show 
how Camels aid digestion. Sensitive 
machines of science have measured the · 
increase in digestive fluids- alkaline 
digestive fluids-that follows the en-
joyment of Camel's costlier tobaccos. 
For a cheery Hlift" -for digestion's 
sake- for their finer tobaccos, enjoy 
Camels. 
J 
PARIS IN Los· ANGELES! So the wo.rld of 
fashion and of Hollywood calls the charming, 
palm-studded Garden Room of Victor Hugo's 
in Beverly Hills. And, as the diners pause be-
twe~n courses to enjoy Camels, Hugo himself 
gives the nod of approval. uour guests know 
fine tobaccos as well as fine foods," he says. 
uThey have made Camels the outstanding fa-
vorite here." Camels never fr~zle your nerves 
or tire your taste. 
Camel Caravan with 
Walter O'Keefe, Deane 
Janis, Ted Husing, Glen 
Gray and the Casa Lorna 
Orchestra 
Tuesday and Thursday-
9p.m·.E.D.S.T.,8p.m.E.S.T., 
Sp.m.C.D.S.T., 7p.m.C.S.T., 
8:30 p.m. M.S. T., 
7:30p.m. P. S. T.-over 
W ABC- Columbia Network 
AT IT DAY AND NIGHT. 
Lectures all day-long hours 
of study at night- keep a 
man going at a fast pace 
mentally. How welcome 
Camels are with their "lift" in 
energy and aid to digestion. _ 
MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLINGSWORTH, JR~, made 
her debut at the Court of St. James. "How natural it is 
to smoke Camels between courses and after dining," 
she says. "Camels stimulate my taste, aid digestion." 
GEORGE REIS wound up El Lagarto to over 55 m. p.h'. to 
win the Gold Cup Trophy fo; the third straight time! "I'm 
a hearty smoker," he says, "take a Camel as often as I like. 
I eat heartily, smoke Camels, and enjoy good digestion." 
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From this humble beginning (Harvard in 1642) 
Intimate Scenes of Early Harvard 
• • • 
THIS is the procession that-marched to Harvard's bicentennial celebration m 1836. 
At that time important documents were sealed in a stone to be opened at this year 's 
celebration. 
AN early account 
sheet of the col~ 
""e g e dated 173 r. 
Bookkeeping then 
was done in pounds 
and shillings since 
the country was still 
under the govern~ 
ment of England. 
THE pnvate ac~ counts of the but-
ler of Harvard Col-
lege (early 18th Cen· 
tury) look strangely 
like a kindergarten 
lesson book. --+-
Foster's Store was an old Harvard student hangout. 
., 
WHEN historians discuss the beginnmgs of 
U. S. higher education they must turn first 
to Cambridge, Mass., home of old, rich, proud and 
and academic (but not isolated) Harvard Uni· 
versity. They must acknowledge that U. S. col-
As Does All U. 
lege history began with that memorable October 
26, 1636, meeting of the General Court of Massachusetts 
Bay Colony which passed, undiscussed, an act which 
"agreed to give 400£ towards a schoale or colledge." 
From that day to this, Harvard history has been the 
history of its presidents and endowments---for the two 
have determined the roads to travel and the goals to seek 
in physical, educational and scientific advancement. Its 
first head was Nathaniel Eaton (he was not dignified with 
the title of president), author of one book and lacking a 
university degree, who was inducted at 27, dismissed in 
1639 for beating and practically starving his charges. Its 
present president, James Bryant Conant, assumed Har· 
vard's top administrative post in 1934 at the age. of 40, 
with many degrees earned, numerous volumes written, and 
an enviable scientific reputation acknowledged. The only 
pohcy common to the first and the present administrations 
is that of enclosing The Yard with a fence. 
At-a-Glance Record 
The most at-a-glance history of Harvard's founding is 
contained in these chronological facts: 
October 28, 1636--General Court founds a 
"colledge." 
November 15, 1637- .. The colledge is ordered to 
bee at Newetowne." 
November 20, 1637- First board of overseers ap-
pointed. Sometime a,round this 
date Nathaniel Eaton was ap· 
pointed "Professor." 
QFFICIA L HARVARD histonan, Samuel Eliot 
Morison has spent "only five years" completing 
his researches into the past of America's only 300· 
year ... old university . He has written three large 
volumes on the subject, is now w orking on a fourth. 
On Eve of I 
May 2, 1638 
Between June and 
September 23, 1 
These are the facts d. 
history is too involved, 
tinguished to condtmse he 
consumes five volumes. Le 
readers seek there Harvard 
"For Schola 
"WITH all the Univ~ 
Societies of the Old W, 
in the bonds of a common B 
Wherefore we beg the fav 
rites ami festivities of ou 
Cambridge on September~ 
eighteenth, in the year ofO 
hundred and thirty-sixth.'' 
THIS STATUE, standing inscription, "John 
statements are false, for John 
it was founded in 1636, not 
Harvard, because nobody 
Growth Chart 
THE last section of the fence around the 
college grpunds is now under construc· 
tion in front of the President's home. This 
policy of enclosing the campus with a fence 
is the only one common to both first and 
present Harvard administrations. 
Number of students ....... .. .. ·· 
Number on faculty· ........ . . . · · 
Number of oourses .. ~ - .... . .. · .. 
Number of buildings ....... . · · · · 
' . 
Amount spent by University per 
year ..... : ............ . . .. . 
Value of endowments ...... · · · · · 
Total number of graduates .... · · · 
Education 
Biriltday 
. Thus did President Conant, last Janllary 1, 
mvite institutions in all parts of the world to help 
Harvard and U. S. Higher education celebrate its 
birthday. Subsequently, invitations went to 65,000 
graduates a~d ex-students. No mere historical 
jubilee will be Harvard's Tercentenary, for Presi-
shall 
Cam-
t commencement. 
ounding. Its subsequent 
lete with facts, too dis-
Harvard's official history 
rested CoLLEGIATE DIGEST 
nplete story. 
d Layman, 
Colleges and Learned 
nd the New., we are held 
re and a common purpose. 
your participation in the 
:entenary, to be held in 
:teenth, seventeenth, and 
,rd the one thousand nine 
of University Hall, bears the 
mder, 1638." A ll of these 
rd did not found the college; 
1d it is not a statue of John 
at John Harvard looked.like. 
dent Conant has decreed that at that time "our anniver-
sary be utilized to demonstrate to the nation at large the 
significance of all our colleges and universities, . . . (to) 
awaken in many minds a consciousness of the necessity 
of preserving that great scholarly tradition of education 
and free inquiry which first came to these shores three 
centuries ago." 
To that end, Tercentenary planners have formulated 
a distinguished program for scholar and layman alike: 
a Tercentenary Exhibition, a Tercentenary Session o£ the 
Summer &hools, meetings of Learned Societies, .a Ter-
centenary Conference of Arts and &iences, a meeting of 
the Association of the Alumni of Harvard College, and, 
on September 16, 17 and r8, the concluding Tercentenary 
ceremomes. 
A_mong those who . will be in attendance at the :;ooth 
ann.iversaty meetings will be 14 Nobel Prize winners from 
the United States and Europe, and a large number of 
distinguished learned men from all parts of the world. 
The discussions to be led by these inen will bring many 
first announcements of scientific studies important to the 
lives of all men. 
And with the final speech of the Tercentenary Meet-
ing on September r8, 300 years of higher education in the 
U. S. will have been celebrated---forty days before the 
actual 300th anniversary of the passage of the law es-
tablishing America's first institution of higher learning, 
and at least one year before the 3ooth anniversary of the 
first meeting of a college class held in what is now the 
United States. 
CoLLEGIATf DIGEST Photos by Magentafoto 
pRESIDENT James Bryant Conant now directs 
the destinies of the institution that has become one 
of tfie largest, the wealthiest, and one of the most 
influential in the United States. 
1736 1836 1936 
n6 361 
10 40 
2~ ~0 
4 r; 
£r,;oo $1.10,000 
0 0 . ..... . 0 $646,000 
1,200 f,OOO 
~ 
7.870 
r,822 
r,;oo 
IIO 
$ 12,000,000 
$I 30,000,000 THE brick ovens which were used to cook food for Harvard students in 1765 were 
unearthed last month in the basement of 
Harvard Hall. 
, Harvard Institute of GeographiC!! Exploration Pb~~ 
Came this great campus in 300 years. 
• • • And Important Activities of Today 
THE Overseers of Harvard University control the educational and financial policies 
of the institution. They are shown entering University Hall for one of their monthly 
meetings. 
HARVARD'S modern student dining rooms are models for colleges in all sections of 
the world. The above photo is a scene in the dining hall of Leverett House. 
FROM the steps of Sever Hall the photographer caught a typical campus scene, 
showing the beauty of the campus of the nation's oldest university. 
B ~LA.N.C~, hy !nseph Coburn Smith of Colby College, 
ts the Wtllfler ff this -week 's- PIC1'UR-E- OP. THE- WEEK 
contest, and the winner of the $; prize offered each week by 
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST for outstanding amateur photos. 
FROM a unique beginning 14 years ago wtth .six students 
and a faculty of the same number, America's farthest north 
uni·versity, the University of Alaska, today has an enroll-
ment of 200 from 19 states and two foreign countries. 
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST presents here exclusive scenes of student 
life at this young hut flourishing institution, one of the 
United ·States' 69 land-grant institutions of higher learning 
The University of Alaska campus from 
the air. It is situated on a knoll in the broad 
Tanana Valley. 
.. 
C 0 } U ffi b i a U n i y e r S i t y Founded m 1754 as Ki.ng:s 
... College, New York Ctty s 
famed 1v1orningside Heights educational center assumed its present name in 
1912. . Its most important divisions are Columbia College, Barnard College, 
Seth Low Junior College and St. Stephen's College. Its financial resources in 
1930 totalled $I37,720,023 and its total expenditures for that year were 
$J7,423,788. 
lee carnival queen Sigrid Seppala goes for 
a ride with her father, famed Alaskan cham-
ship dog musher. 
Dr. E. H. Bramhall surveys findings made 
during his Roc.ltefeller Foundation financed 
study of the Aurora. 
WALKING STICKS are probably the largest insects in the 
world, and Vivian Walsh of New York Univer.sity is measur, 
ing one of the rare specimens acquired by her alma mater to prove 
to you that they do grc,w to a length of 1; inches. 
PIPE-MATES FOREVER 
A man discovers more about 
the joy of living from smoking 
Prince Albert than from a 
whole book of philosophy. 
P. A. has what your pipe 
needs. Coolness-because it's 
"crimp cut." Mildness-be-
cause the .. bite" is removed by 
a special Prince Albert proc-
ess. Get a pipe-load of this princely tobacco, gentle-
men, and get on ·the joy road for good. Our offer 
stands back of every big red tin of Prince Albert. 
SMOKE 20 PIPEFULS OF P. A. AT ~ RISK 
s ke zo ~t pipefub of PriDce Albert. If you doa't filld it the meBow-
ea":.0 t-tieat pipe tobacco you ever •mokecl, retul'll the pocket tia With the 
rest of the tobac:c:o ia it to u. at aay time withia a moDth from tlaD date. aad 
- will refuad full purchase price, plu• poataa'e. 
(SipM) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
Wfnatoa-salem, Nortla Caroliaa 
PRtNiiE ALBERT~:: 
ATTORNEY GENERAL Homer S. Cum-
mings builds his political fences early! 
He's shown with Duke University &tudent 
Robert T. Bean, Veterans of Future W ars 
vice-presidential nominee for the 1952 cam-
paign. 
Professional Outboard Racers 
Have Quit Scoffitl.g at Collegians 
"Oil--besmeared faces ... pounding . .' 
NOT in the history of intercollegiate sports has any type of competition made such rapid strides toward popularity as 
outboard motor boat racing. When the starting gun echoes across 
the James River at Richmond, Va., next June 27 and 2.8 in ~he 
seventh annual National Intercollegiate Outboard Cham.ptonshtps, 
more than forty universities and prepa,ratory_ institutions will be 
represented. . 
Back in I{)3o, when the Colgate Outing Club of Colgate Um-
versity bravely announced its in-
tention to sponsor the first inter-
collegiate outboard regatta there 
was a dubious wagging of heads: 
Veteran outboard drivers through-
out the country smiled tolerantly. 
The college boys, it seemed, were 
laboring under a hallucination. 
Wait until th~y, with oil-be-
smeared faces, experienced the 
pounding a,nd physical battering 
unavoidable in an outboard hydro-
plane, it was murmured. "One of five best" 
But. not only was the regatta, 
held-on Lake Skaneateles, N. Y., highly successful, but pomp and 
color known only to the campus were added to the event, making 
an ordinary-regatta look dull and drab by comparison. Since that 
time collegiate drivers have enjoyed the most profound respect 
national racing circles, many of them having battled their way to 
the top in important events outside the realm of college com-
petition. 
r-rHE Eastern · Intercollegiate Outboard Association, which ~ sponsors the annual national championship, holds only one 
event annually. This regatta is different from any other in that 
team competition has been in-
jected, affording added interest. 
Individual and team champion· 
ship trophies are awarded on the 
basis of the number of points 
scored in the four classes 'of out· 
board racing motors--~ A, B, C and 
F. First place counts 400 points, 
second place 300, third 225, etc. 
It was in 1933 that Lewis G. 
Carlisle of East Islip, N. Y. , to whom Yale owes credit for many 
points, won the American high point championship, competing 
throughout the season against the crack drivers of America. The 
following year he was succeeded by Joel Thorne who, as a repre· 
sentative of R utgers U niversity, won the intercollegiate individual 
championship. 
Samuel Crooks, who won the individual intercollegiate title 
last year under the colors of Rutgers, is ranked as one of the five 
best drivers in the United States. The time is not far distant, it is 
believed, when all colleges and universities will award le~ters in · 
outboard racing. Columbia, Rutgers and Colgate thus far have 
awarded let ters in this sport. 
XPELLED for wearing shorts on the Rice Institute 
campus, W. J. Goode has won a suspension of sentence 
til the end of the term and he can attend classes if his 
is exemplary. The dean says students must con-
orm to convention in their gacb. 
HERE'S HOW THE REPUBLICANS 
should campaign in parade..-, North-
western University students believe. This 
was part of the parade that preceded their• 
mock political convention . 
A giant lightning arc created by 
many hundreds of thousands of 
volts. 
M AN,MADE lightning, erratic and destructive when untamed, but a 
valuable servant to humanity when controlled, is being put to work in 
the interests of science by Dr. Joseph S. Carroll and his assistants within the 
black walls of Stanford University's isolated High-Vol_tage Laboratory. There 
lightning is being used to develop devices for the protection of high voltage 
lines, ways and means of making conductors that will carry 287,000' volts a 
distance of 275 miles. CoLLEGIATE DIGEST presents here unusual photos of 
lightning taken in the Harris J. Ryan High-Voltage Laboratory. • 
These are the meter sphere gaps .and 
transformers that can measure up to a million 
volts. 
A COLLEGE class which lasts four hours at one sitting sounds like a 
heavy dose. Yet the students majoring in psychology at Colgate 
University, 10 per cent of the upperclassmen, take their seminars in this 
half-day dosage every week qf their last two years of college--,and they 
do all of the teaching themselves, and like it! Under· the direction of 
famed research man Dr. Donald A. Laird, the students prepare, lead and 
present their own discussions--,but he does have to do a bit of refereeing 
THE&E six smiling beauties from D~ake University were chosen as a court 
of honor f6r the Drake relays queen , Jane Phelps of Northwestern. They 
represent Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Gamma and Chi 
Omega sorotities. 
L IVING PAINTINGS portraying characters in works of art that are world renowned were created by Wellesley College undergraduates for a special 
art program. 
Seminar students listen (left) to a col, 
league reading. a paper (right). Diffused 
light, sound,proof walls, large fireplaces, 
antique musketry provide a mannish at, 
mosphere, great physical comfort. 
At 4 o'clock they take time out for tea 
and a stretch (left) to relax for more heated 
discussions soon to follow (right). Noth, 
ing pertaining to psychology ca_n be dis-
cussed during the rest period. 
when the arguments get 
too hot. CoLLEGIATE 
DrGEST presents here in 
"picture and paragraph" 
some of the unusual 
features of these semi, 
After '5 o'clock scientific movies relating 
to the topic being studied are shown in the 
same seminar room. This year 18 different 
topics have been studied by motion pictures. 
